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The Murray Ledger -.& Times
Volume LXXXXVI No. 212 In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 6, 1975
Decision On Regional
Services Center Grant
Expected Within 30 Days
Ralph Graves, executive director of the
office for local government, and Con-
stantine Curris, president of Murray State
University, expressed sometimes similar,
sometimes divergent views on MSU's
Center for Regional Services before ap-
proximately 135 local government officials
who were being recognized at a banquet on
the campus Friday night.
Graves told the audience, representing
22 local government units from throughout
West Kentucky, that he had "not yet
decided whether or not to re-fund the
program.
"Give me time to assess what you have
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight through Sunday.
Cool tonight with lows in the mid 50s to low
60s. Highs on Sunday in the mid to upper
70s. Monday's outlook — partly cloudy and
warmer.
dane...I find what you have already done
encouraging," Graves added.
Graves told The Murray Ledger & Times
following the meeting that he expected to
make a decision on the grant within 30
days. The current funding for the program
runs out Nov. 1, 1975.
The Center for Regional Services, whichwas instituted in September of 1974 hasbeen utilized by local government units
(cities, counties, area development
districts, etc.) in West Kentucky for over40 projects since its inception. The
program was recognized by the National
Association of Development Organization
as having the nation's most outstanding
cooperative local government develop-ment assistance program for 1974-75.
The state grant in question ($30,000) was
originally provided for the center in
November of 1974, to be used over a six-month period. The grant has been ex-tended for one six-month period.
4As part
Winds that accompanied a sudden thunderstorm in the Murray area Fridaytoppled This tree across a car owned by Mason Ross at Seventh and Olive.Similar instances of damage were reported around the area.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Twenty.eight persons attended the fall
reorganization meeting of the uniformed
Red Cross Volt/at-eters at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to viect their duty hours
and plan the year's ,oric.
They also heard Admin14rator Stuart
Poston outline the expansion titans for the
hospital building program. He eiqkressed
his apprt,ciation to the volunteers foe their
continued service and stated there weK
other areas and departments which could
use aides if others in the community wish
to join. The departments which are
presently served are X-Ray, diet, mail,
visitor information, and the convalescent
ward.
Gary Potts, who works for Senior
Citizens, presented a plan for a "Hello-A-
Day" program for shut-ins in which the
volunteers were given an opportunity to
enlist.
Hospital hostess Juanita Spiceland
explained how the volunteers assist in her
department.
Kathryn Glover, Chairman of Volun-
teers, and Jean Blankenship, Red Cross
Executive Director, explained the existing
program to new volunteers, and the fall
schedule was filled from the number
,.; esent. Each expressed their pleasure at
ItheA#rge number attending.
Refeashments were served which had
been prepared under the direction of Anne
Flood and Roberta Ward in the dietary
kitchen.
told the audience, we are dedicated to
improving the quality of life for people in
West Kentucky."
Curris lauded the center and its
programs and pointed out that "we ( the
university) are not trying to duplicate area
development districts and local govern-
ment services that are presently readily.
available."
The current program at MSU serves the
24-county area of the Green River, Pen-
nyrile and Purchase Area Development
Districts ( ADD's) in West Kentucky. The
center, under the direction of Jules Har-
court, is assisted in the program by a local
government services advisory committee
composed of Ballard Co. Judge James 0.
Guffy, Purchase ADD director Henry
Hodges, Sturgis city clerk Jim Holt, Cadiz
Mayor W. J. Hopson, Linda Horton of the
office for local government, and John Ed
Scott, Murray Mayor.
During the first eight months otthe
--progrErn, -NIT tree-AM:Ps and 27 izcir
governments have drawn upon the ex- •
pertise available through the regional --
 -center.- 
The center has access to all parts of the
university in helping local governments -
meet their needs, Dr. Curris has
repeatedly emphasized, and one of the key
supporting offices on the campus is MSU's
new Harry -Lee Waterfield Institute for
Local Government.
LOCAL OFFIOALS RECOGNIZED — Murray State University President, Dr. Constantine Curris (at podium) and RalphGraves (seated, third from right), executive director of the Office for Local Government in Frankfort, were the guestspeakers at a dinner last night recognizing local officials from throughout West Kentucky. Also are Calloway CountyJudge Robert 0. Miller, right, and John Adams, executive director of the Pennyrile Area Development District.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon200 Persons Arrested
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll called up the National Guard early
today after 30 policemen were injured and
about 200 persons arrested in a night of
violence spawned by a school
desegregation order.
Brig. Gen. Richard L. Frymire said that
approximately 800 troops were available
and being held in reserve in Jefferson
County, where one-sixth of the school
children in the joint system are being
bused under federal court order.
Charles Manson Follower Held For
Attempt On President Ford's Life
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — In-
telligence agendas knew lignette From-
me, a disciple of mass murdeier Charles
Manson, was in town. But she still got
within two feet of President Ford with a
loaded .45-caliber pistol.
Miss Fromme, 26, who kept in close
touch with Manson even after he was sent
to San Quentin Prison, was charged with
attempted murder of the President.
The thin, red-haired woman was
wrestled to the ground after she aimed the
pistol at Ford and screamed, "It didn't go
off."
The firing chamber of the Army Colt was
empty, but there were four live rounds of
ammunition in the clip.
As agents backed Miss Fromm ap
against a tree and Ford was hustled away
by his bodyguards, a witness heard her
repeat over and over, "He is not a public
servant. He is not a public servant."
A reporter's tape recorder also showed
that she yelled, "This country is a mess!
The man is not your president!"
Ford was shaking hands with spectators
Friday as he walked through a park near
the California Capitol for a meeting with
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
"I saw a hand coming up behind several
others in the front row. And obviously
there was a gun in that hand," the Presi-
dent said.
"I then saw almost instantaneously,
Red Cross Volunteers attending a faltreorganization meeting recently were, left to right, front row, Stuart Poston, BettySheppard, Phyllis Kain, Hazel Tarry, Kathryn Glover, Trilby Cunningham, Mable Gallagher, second row, Frances tiVbittle,Loraine Seltimo, Des'ireeffosicle, Irene Curry, Erma Li.finItette7itay Harrel, Deariie Chrisman, Juneilockhart, Marge Kipp.back row, Virginia Moore, lean Blankenship, Albert Griffith, Elizabeth Marshall, Anne Wood, Della Taylor, ind MaryMoyer. Not pictured are Lillian Graves, Gary Potts, and Jackie Overbey.
Staff Photo by David Hill
very quick and very effective action by thescr,et service in taking care of the mat-
Ter.
A Secret Service agent stationed in
Sacramento said Miss Fromme had not
been under surveillance because she had
never expressed any interest in the
President. He also said it was impossible
to keep an eye on everyone who is "a little
out of the ordinary."
MSU Receives
$24,988 Grant
A federal grant of $24,988 has been
awarded to Murray State University for
the support of undergraduate training in
rehabilitation services during the 1975-76
academic year.
Authorized by the Office of Human
Development of the Rehabilitation Ser-
vices Administration, U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, the grant
provides for the development and im-
plementation of both on-campus in-
struction and in-service training for
rehabilitation counselors already in the
field.
Dr. Roy Tunick, coordinator of
rehabilitation training programs at
Murray State and project director, said
the funding is for the first year of an ap-
proved four-year project. He expects
funding of almost $83,000 for the entire four
years.
Miss Fromme — Manson dubbed her
"Squeaky" because her voice tends to
squeak when she is agitated — was in
Sacramento County Jail today under $1
million bail.
A preliminary hearing was set for next
Thursday in Sacramento federal court.
Miss Fromme's entered no plea at her
arraignment Friday.
When U.S. Magistrate Esther Mix asked
her if she had any statement, Miss From-
me answered in a clear voice, "No."
She came to Sacramento tub years ago
to be close to Manson, her spiritual leader,
when he was at Folsom Prison. She and
another Manson follower, Sandra Good, 30,
stayed on after Manson was transferred to
San Quentin, but Miss Fromme continued
to correspond with him.
Manson, who is serving a life sentence,
was convicted in the bizarre, execution-
style slayings of movie actress Sharon
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Frymire said the Guardsmen were ar-
med with .45 caliber pistols and M16
automatic rifles.
"We will be in support of city and county
police and we would anticipate that they
would be the arresting officers" in the
event of further violence, he said.
"They will have ammunition with them.
There are no specific orders on firing the
weapons. We don't anticipate that we're
going to fire the weapons at this point," the
adjutant general said.
Frymire said that some of the troops
already had been deployed, including
three platoons of military police, and that
others are being held in reserve at the
State Fairgrounds.
"They will be here for deployment and
reserve to be used when and where
needed," he said. "I would assume that
troops will be sent into the downtown area
when the city is ready for them.
"We're here to assist the city and county
police," he said. "We will assist them in
accordance with their request."
He said that the call-up of the Guard is
indefinite — "until order is restored."
Frymire said about 400 National Guar-
dsmen already have arrived and that the
rest of the troops will be in position by this
afternosn.
Jefferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach,
the county's chief executive officer, an-
nounced on television today that two police
officers and one member of the guard
would man each patrol car.
Hollenbach said there will no parades or
demonstrations permitted in the city or
county and that no decision has been made
involving clamping a curfew on the coun-
ty.
Asked if any plans had been made for
calling off school Monday, he replied,
"No."
The judge also said that any decision
about suspending high school football
games probably would be made by the
county school superintendent's office.
Some persons have felt football games
merely t,spuld serve to gather together
large numbers of persons who might later
cause disorder
Loretta Jobs, Bailey Hendricks
Hohored By Local Realtor Board
The Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors has selected Bailey Hendricks as
Realtor of the Year and Loretta Jobs as
Associated Realtor of the Year for 1974.
Mrs. Jobs received the same honor in
1974 and was selected Associate Realtor of
the Year for Kentucky in 1974. Because she
received the state award last year, she will
be ineligible to compete at the Kentucky
level this year but will serve on the
committee to select Realtor of the Year for
Kentucky.
Mrs. Jobs has served the local board as
secretary and is presently serving as
secretary-treasurer on the board of
directors. She was elected state director at
the KentucIty Association or Realtors
State Convention in 1974. She is a member
of the Women's Council of Realtors of the
national association and is employed at
Wayne Wilson Realty.
A graduate of MSU, she is a member of
the First United Methodist Church and
serves on the administrative Board. She, is
-s member 'of Quota Club, the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, and advisor of
Tau Phi Lambda sorority at,MSU,. field
representative-for Woodmen of the World,
arid coordinates programs for the Rangers
and Rangerettes of WOW.
Hendricks has been a Realtor since 1973
LORETTA JOBS
and held several offices in the local
organization. He has served as social
committee chairman, float committee,
treasurer, nominating committee and a
vice-presidential candidate
Hendricks. is employed at Donald R.
/Tucker, Realtors and has been active on
the Kentucky Association of Realtors.,
His other activities include participation
in Junior Achievement Program, a former
BAILEY HENDRICKS
member of the Murray Lions Club,
solicitor in the Boy scout Drive, voter
registration -drive worker 1973-74. Murray
Little League Director 1973 and president
in I974,Nurray Baseball Association 1970-
He IS a graduate of Murray State, a
member- of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, a
member of St. John's Episcopa) Church
and the Murray dountry Club.
,
PAM 2 TIE MURRAY, Ky., WAR & TIMES, 
Sstarday, Septeador, 6 1975












New books at the Calloway
County Public Library Include
the following:
OW as the Hills by Steven
Price—Viking — A entertaining
and Informative examination of
bluegrass music—for both the
newcomer and longtime fan.
Charlie 0. and the Angry A's
by Bill Libby—Doubleday — A
hard-hitting narration of one of
the most unusual and most
honored teams in recent
baseball history—the Oakland
A'a.
Uri Geller, Sty Story by Uri
Geller—Praeger — An
autobiography of the famous
and controversial Israeli
psychic known to millions of
people all over the world.
The Energy Balloon by
Stewart Udall—McGraw-Hfll —
This is a book about America
and the great American
pageant of waste.
How to Design your own
Clothes and Make Your Pat-
terns by Claudia Ein.—
Doubleday — This book is for
everyone who likes to sew—
whether a beginner or ad-
vanced.
•
The Chekhov Proposal by
Constance Carey.—Putnam —
A novel laced with international
Intrigue and suspense that
sweeps from New York to West
Germany.
The Art of Looking Younger
by Bedford Shelmire M.D.—St.
Martin's Press — By following
this good doctor's advice
anyone can keep or gain a more
youthful appearance and




By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
Dry soybeans may be pur-
chased the year around and are
prepared foreating In the same
was as other dry beans.
Because soybeans contain good
quality protein, they are often
used in other products and as a
good substitute for meat. —
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
++++
If you're packing food in bags
for your freezer.. .just make
sure that the air is pressed out
of the unfilled part of the bag




liOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 19'75
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Planetary influences
somewhat mixed. However,
well-devised plans and moves at
the right times and places will
Sigma Department keep 
you in the lead for gains.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to gay 21)
Plans For Supper A chance here to see things in
quiet perspective. Stand back to
The Sigma Department of the review activities—but only
Murray Woman's Club will open those concerned with the
the new club year with a potluck present; forget the past
supper and roc** exchange on GEMINI
Monday, September 8, at 6:30 (may 22 to June 21)
and family concerns, romance
and social activities. You should
have a bright day.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )e
Your intuition—AND your
self-confidence at a peak. Grasp
any opportunity to show your
ability. Travel plans favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Make time count. Whether
handling large or small mat-
ters, don't let nonessentials get




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stimulating influences foster
inventiveness and creativity
p-th• at the club house. _ _ Lank ut1pr Per8.9,41,..will—g
eneralke.--Ass-azcellarit pellet
hone Lath hring a eiiveled—downgrade your ambitions. Do in which to try 
out new devices
dish and recipe for the food.
Hostesses will be Mesdames G.
T. Lilly, Kenneth Winters,
William Maddox, Richard
Knight, Thomas McNeely,
Harold Hurt, and W. J. Pitman.
Luncheon Planned
At Country Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, September 10, at
noon with Mrs. W. C. Elkins as
chairman of the hostesses
Other hostesses are
Mesdames L. D. Miller, Stark
Erwin, A. W. Russell, Gene
Landon, Evelyn Wilson, Joe T.
Thurman, Joe Dick, John Ed
Scott, Z. Enix, and Dr. Betty
Hinton.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a. m.
with Mrs. M. C. Garrott and
Miss Louise Lamb as chairmen.
SERVE
SALADS
In the summertime, salad
meals- appease hot weather
appetities, save time for the
cook and energy in the kitchen.
For a colorful, nourishing main
dish salad, serve a crisp bed of
lettuce with a mound of potato
salad and surround with sar-
dines, hard-cooked eggs, chilled
asparagus, sliced tomatoes and
a piquant French dressing on
the side.
not let them influence you. Keep
plugging toward the achieve-
ment of goals you KNOW are
worthwhile.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 40
or.
. • '
and methods, to capitalize on
unique ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20), Xe.
You may have a tendency to
be too impressionable now.
To be avoided: irrational Avoid becoming involved
 in
moves, nasty conclusions, mis- ticklish situ
ations into which
judgments through care- you could be trapped—and
lessness or prejudice. This which could cause trouble later.
won't be difficult if you display
your usual foresight.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A splendid period in which to
plan home improvements; also







Up to twice as much heat-
ing per dollar as ordinary
electric heat
• Summer comfort too.
• For newillomes and old




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
There may be -a 'fetch in
certain arrangements now—
especially those involving
travel. Be prepared to im-
provise.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
There is a river of bright
ideas and opportunities flowing
past you: Look quickly and
well—and net those which can
enhance your status.
SCORPIO /kelp
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Especially favored now:
personal relationships, home
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright and
analytical mind, keen per-
ceptiveness and a gregarious
personality. Clever at organ-
izing and managing, you would
do very well in the business
world and, if the business is
connected with mechanics, your
success could be even more
outstanding. You have keen
critical faculties which can be
either pluses or minuses,
depending on how you use them.
As a literary or dramatic critic,
career-wise, for instance, you
could shine, but when you turn
this trait on too strongly in your
relationships with others, you
alienate them. Other fields in
which you could excel: the law,
statesmanship, education.
Birthdate of: Queen Elizabeth I,
of England; Peter Lawford,
film star.
FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1975
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may run into some
unexpected situations. Be
resolute in your own interest,
but bend if, the occasion
warrants and principles are not
jeopardized.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nleAtP,
Don't let your enthusiasm get'
the better of you. Look into all
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IA
Not too much planetary help
here. In general, it would be
better to stick to routine mat-
ters. Perhaps, too, to take a
little time to make some long-
range plans.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 2U
Consider new methods and
techniques, but don't overreach
your capacities. Neither be
overanxious. Impress others
with your good judgment.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) Dar
Stellar influences now warn
against indiscretion, uncon-
ventionality. Stress the conser-
vative — especially if dealing
with superiors or strangers.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Best results will accrue from
working with those who have
know-how and inspiration to
offer. Solo ventures may not be
as successful.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
This should be a fruitful day,
when some of your more
vigorous efforts could bring un-
expected rewards and recog-
nition. Romance also favored.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
With your innate ingenuity,
you will probably discover more
than one novel way of meeting
day's demands. Others are




suggestions carefully: Do not
accept merely because they
"sound good."
SAGITTARR/S
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Jupiter influences now
stimulate the imagination and a
spirit of adventure. You can
make this a big day if you will
go all out in effort.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) V
You may face some
resistance, obstacles you had
not anticipated, but you can find
ways to skirt them. Mostly, it
will depend upon your per-
ception and good reasoning.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Look below the surface for
leads which will help you to
solve problems, get ahead
faster in your occupation.
Creative pursuits are highly
favored.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Especially favored now:
maritime interests, scholastic
matters research all pursuits
which stimulate the intellect.
)irkt>
=.44
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined, affable
by nature and a born peoducer.
You have a strong drive and, if
you choose business as a career,
would make an outstanding
success in banking manufac-
turing, railroad enterprises or
promotion. But you are ex-
tremely versatile, and may fit
yourself for a career in the
theater, where you could Arm
as an actor or producer. If You
should take up the law, you will
probably wind up in the world of
politics or statesmanship. In the
arts, the best outlets for your
talents are writing or music..No
matter what career you choose,
however, yOu will always be
trustworthy, diligent and
meticulous in handling details.
Birthdate of Lodovico Ariosto,




A house with a lot of windows
can become expensive to heat.
Especially if they fit poorly and
storm windows do not take care
of the insulation needs. Drapery
can be one way of solving this
problem. They can be lined and
interlined. Choice of fabric is
important. Closely woven
fabrics are needed to conceal
the interlining and lining.
Cotton flannel is considered
best for interlining. It usually
comes in three color choices -
white, cream, and gray. Choose
the one more nearly the color of
your drapery fabric. Make
certain that outer drapery
fabric is neither too loose nor
too tight over lining and in-
terlining. All three layers
should fit together as one. —
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.
+++++
Parents, have you given a lot
of thought to the qualifications
you expect in a baby sitter for
your children? This is an im-
portant part of being a good
parent and a major respon-
sibility we all have to our
youngsters. In our modern
time, children are left more and
more with someone else whit:.
the parents are away. This
"sitter" is not merely
responsible for sitting with the
children. They must care for the
child physically and play a part
in the child's environment for a
length of time. The longer the
care period, the more important
the quality of activities is. A
baby sitter who will be
beneficial to your children must
be genuinely concerned for
their care and positive growth
and development. This is really
Snout taut in day care situatons
where both parents work and
others care for the children a
large part of the time. So
remember, a babysitter does SOUTH WINDSOR, 
Conn.
not just sit with your child. She (AF) — Buryin
g the dead is
cares for and influences him iny 
what keeps Dudley Clapp alive
an important sense. —Judy 
and healthy. Clapp is 68.
Hetterman, Hickman. 
After more than 60 years he
+++++
Use a plastic or rubber
dustpan when you are cleaning
out your freezer. You can use it
to scrape the sides and to scoop
up ice and water. It will not hurt
your freezer and will help you
remove a lot of water. Barletta
Wrather, Murray. 
alive all these years . . . work-
ing here," says Clapp, his
Many colored fabrics can be 
hands gnarled and strong.
laundered in detergent suds to— 
Clapp has personally dug the
which liquid chlorine bleach has 
graves for 1,800 persons "many
been added. This is especially
helpful where heavy soil or
stains are present. If there is
any doubt, test the fabric first.
Mix one tablespoon chlorine
bleach with L4 cup water.
Choose an inconspicuous area of
the garment—inside a hem or
cuff, under a collar. Apply a
drop of the bleach solution,
being sure it penetrates the
fibers. Wait a minute, blot with
a paper towel. If the color has






The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church Women
met in the home of Mrs. Neil
Brown on Tuesday, September
2, at ten a. m.
Mrs. G. T. Moody gave the
devotion on the subject,
"Love," reading from Romans
12. She dwelled on the "thought
of the church providing a
community of love."
The chairman, Mrs. Homer
Miller, read the prayer list and
prayer was led by Mrs. Dur-
ward Beatty.
Officers for the new year
Mrs. Miller, chairman, Mrs.
George Gray, vice-chairman,
Mrs. Neil Brown, secretary-
treasurer; Mrs. Eugene Tarry,
enlistment chairman.
The group volunteered to take
kitchen utensils and linens to_a
needy Vietnamese family in
still turns the soil at Main
Street Cemetery in this subur-
ban community resting on the
fertile soil of the lower Con-
necticut River Valley.
"Digging graves is not like
digging a hole. You dig straight
and accurate and feeling. I
guess this is what's kept me
of whom were close friends.
-I have dug the graves of my
aunts, uncles, father, mother
and, 24 years ago this. Novem-
ber, my wife."
Clapp's family came from
Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Canis Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Lanis Phillips of Murray Route Two are observing
their 50th wedding anniversary today, September 6. No formal
celebration is planned. ,
Mrs. Phillips is the daughter of the late Ben and Mattie Hill, and
Mr. Phillips is the son of the late George Phillips and the late
Susie (Phillips) McKeel.
The couple has two living children, a son, Earl Phillips of In-
diana, and a daughter, Essie Morris of Calloway County. Three
children deceased are a daughter, Louise Phillips, who died at the
age of eight in 1938, a son, Robert Phillips, who died at the age of
23 in 1955, and a daughter, Bessie Gray (Phillips) Parrish who
was killed in a car-train accident at the crossing of Chestnut
Street and Industrial Road on September 20, 1974.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips have twenty-one grandchildren and six-
teen great grandchildren.,
He's Outlived All of Them
Dorchester, Mass., where his
father and grandfather were
blacksmiths.
His father attended college
but "not me," says Clapp, add-
ing "my health was no good
and my eyes were bad.'
•'1 left school at 16 and wore
glas_ses since I was a young
boy. Four years ago doctors
told me I no longer needed
them and at 84 my vision was
finally perfect."
Clapp drives his truck daily
to the cemetery from the salt-
box house he built in 1914 for
himself, his new bride and
eventually the nine- children
they reared. He tends the
lawns, hedges and greenery.
Often, because the narrow rows
of the ancient burial ground
won't allow a powered shovel
through, Clapp digs graves by
hand.
"are—Mrs. Gwinith Byrne, Adelaide, South Austrilian, is
 the guest
of four Murrayans this week She is on a twenty week wo
rld
tour and arranged a stop here to visit Mesames George Hart,
W. Z. Carter, P. A. Hart and lean Boreaux who live
d in her
home in 1970 when they were delegates of the local f
irst
Christian at.,the World Convention there. Showing her the
Lane Between The Lakes and Barkley Lodge are Mrs. Hart,
Mrs. -Byrne (center) and Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Byrne, a nurse and
church official, is interested in those things as well as our
Plans were discussed for the Kentucky heritage
 and southern accent. She speaks with
week of prayer and prayer British pronounciation.
retreat at Jonathan Creek  
Baptist Assembly. Mission 40' 
Action projects for the month of
September were discussed.
Mrs. Brown served refresh-
ments as the group discussed




Rough textured bran or whole
wheat muffins are delectably •
enhanced when you add one-
half cup each chopped walnuts
and snipped dried fruit-of-your
choice to a favorite recipe.
Scatter more chopped walnuts
over the tops.barfore baking ftir a
yuriOny pebbrecl look. Serve-hof





By Abigail Van Buren
• tan trr Chicago Tribanur-N. Y. Mom lynd.,
DEAR ABBY: I am living with my boyfriend, sha
ring
expenses 50-50, and so far it's worked out well with one
exception.
Before we moved in together I had a beautiful set of
expensive dishes, and also service for 12 in very fine c
rystal.
Well, in four months, Andy has broken four dinner plates,
two soup bowls, two cups and five glasses!
I haven't gotten too uptight at him because I know it 
was
accidental.
I've asked him to please be more careful in the future
because I can't afford much more of this.
Should I ask him to pay for what he broke? What do I do
if he says no?
SHATTERED IN SEATTLE
DEAR SHATTERED: Ask him. And if he says no, you'll
have to choose between the bull and the china shop.
DEAR ABBY: What would you do if youlinew that your
husband's ex-wife was still in love with him and wanted him
back very mucii3
She is trying every way she knows to get him to go back
with her.
She is married, but she is not in love with her husband. I
think she would like to swap husbands with me. Should
 I
give my husband up for her or not?
TROUBLED
DEAR TROUBLED: A man is not a sack of salt to be
possessed or handed over. How does your husband feel
about HER? Ask him. If he says he wants to go back to her,
then let him go. Otherwise, continue your marriage, and
don't worry about her.
DEAR ABBY: I have been going with a very nice girl for
two years, and I want to marry her, but here's the problem:
When we first met, I lied to her about my job, and I've
been lying about it ever since.
You see, I am a garbage collector, but I was afraid if I
told her what I did for a living whe wouldn't go out with me.
So I told her that I worked for the city as an inspector in the
sanitation department. ! even lied to her parents about it.
What am I going to do? Should I tell her that I have
changed jobs, and now I'm a garbage collector? I'm afraid 
if
I tell her I've been'tying to her for two years she'll 
never
believe me again.
Please help me, Abby. She's the only girl I've ever lo
ved,
and she says she loves me. I am 90 afraid if I tell h
er the
truth now, I'll lose her.
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Tell her the truth! If she loves you,
you won't lose her. And please get over that hasigup 
about
your job. It's honest, respectable and necessaryWork. 
And
certainly nothing to be ashamed of.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY • Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 9
0069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's bookl
et
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
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4 OUT TO TEARTHE TOWN
APART!
LET US ENTERTAIN YOU MIME
SOON
' "SHAMPOO'
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Saturday, September 6
Household shower for Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Love and four
children whose home and
contents were destroyed by fire
will be held at the Ellis Com-
munity Center at 2:30 p.m.
Murray Shrine Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 776
F&AM will meet at the lodge
hall at six p. m.
Sunday, September 7
Hymn Sing will be at Blood
River Baptist Church at two p.
m.
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a
play session for the children at
the pavilion behind the Little
League field in the Murray City
Park at 2:30 p. m.
Union Ridge Baptist and
United Methodist Churches will
have joint memorial day ser-
vices at the Methodist Church
with preaching at eleven a.m.,
basket lunch, and gospel
singing. Donations for the
cemetery will be taken.
Rock concert featuring
America will be at 7:30 p. m. at
the Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University.
Monday, September 8
Siring Creek BYW will meet
at the church at 7:30 p. m.
Monday, September 8
Calloway County__
Genealogical Society will --Meet
with Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield
at 1:30 p. m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
church at 7:30 pe m.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Friendship with
Lorna Cathey at 9:30 a. m.;
Suburban with Mrs. Lenith
Rogers at 7:30 p. m.; Sunnyside
with Carol Kelly at 7:30 p. m.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet at the Public
Lilanu-y at 7:30 p. m.
Sign= Department or Murray
Woman's Club will have a
"delightful dish dinner" and
reeeipe exchange at 6:30 p. m.
at the club house.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6:30 to eight p.
m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Mateen will meet at AA Hall
at seven p. m.
North Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
in the school commons area at
seven p.m.
Flint Baptist Church Women
will meet at seven p. m, at the
church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Ten-
nessee Outland at 1:30 p. m.
Mattie Bell Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
will meet at the'church at seven
p. m.
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at nine
a. m.
Euzelian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church, will
have supper at the Fellowship
Hall at six p. m.
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at nine
a. m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p. m. at
the church.
Esther Class, Memorial
Baptist Church, will meet with
Irma Rickman at 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, September 9
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Bessie Tucker
at rune a. m. at church to go to
Lakeland Ministry, Alice
Waters with Mrs. A. W. Sim-
mons, Sr., and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. Johnny Walker at
9:30 a. m., and Faith Doran with
Mrs. Ann Fisher at two p. m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for senior citizens with
Margaret Blalock to speak on
ID cards, sack lunch at noon,
band practice at 12:30 p. m.,
and square dancing at 1:45 p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Will
meet at Dexter Community
Center for arts and crafts ,at
9:30 a. m.
meet in Room 208, North Ap-
plied Science Building, MSU, at
seven p. m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the church
at 1:30 p. m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
OES will meet at the Masonic
Hall at 730 p. m.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's club will have a
potluck supper at club house.
Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Cheerful at Douglas
Center at seven p_ m., New
Providence at home of Wanda
Osbron at one p. m., Paris Road
with Mrs. Dewey Grogan at one
p. m., Coldwater with Mable
Fuqua at 12:30 p. m., and
Sunshine at place to be an-
nounced.
Sinking Spring BYW and BW
will meet at the church at 7:30
p. m.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet with Lavene Carter at
1:30 p. m.
West Fork Baptist Women
will meet with Larue Sledd at
one p. rn.
Jessie Ludwick Circle, First
Presbyterian Church, will meet
with Mrs. Olus McNellis at 1:30
p. m.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at 12 noon at Triangle Inn.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at seventp. m. at the Health
Center.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p. m. at
the church.
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at nine a. m. at the
church to go to the Prayer
Retreat at Jonathan Creek.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermous at eleven a. m. for
potluck luncheon and If with
Mrs. Bailey Gore at 7:30 p. m.
HEARTLINE
. . . answers your questions
. . . cuts the red tape
. . . solves consumer problems
. . . gives information and referral
WRITE HEARTLINE if you have a specific
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To Be Married
Miss Tefie Loraine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stephenson announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Terie Laraine,
to Ricky Darrell Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Burkeen of
Degter Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and at-
tended Murray State University.
Mr. Burkeen is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High Schooland Is employed at Fisher-Price, Murray-- --_
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, December 19, at sevenp.m. at the Independence United Methodist Church on DexterRoute One. A reception will follow in the basement of the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and







Baby Girl Lyell (mother
Donna J.), 540 N. 13th.,
Mayfield, Baby Girl Windsor
(mother Vicki), Bx 53, Lynn
Grove, Baby Girl Thompson
(mother Rena G.), Rt. 3,
Benton,
DISMISSALS
Miss Mitsue Hillman, Bx 55
Ellamunal Ct., Paducah,
Charlie Warren, Apt. No. 1
Embassy Apt., Murray, Mrs.
Covie E. Smith, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Bonnie Searatt, Rt. 5,
Panorama Shores, Murray,
Robert C. Key, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Clovis W. Bazzell, Rt. 1,
Murray, Joe H. Curd, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Ronnie Bryan, Rt. 6-Bx
156, Murray, Mrs. Doris B.
Cella, 1700 Magnolia St.,
Murray, Aubrey E. Stom, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Pamela A. Brooks
and Baby Girl, 204 Parker,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marilyn P.
Morton and Baby Boy, 1211
Mimosa Dr., Murray, Mrs. Lisa
A. Tabers and Baby Boy, 617
Broad Ext., Murray, Mrs.
Joyce Parker and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Chrill A.
Miller and Baby Boy, 527
Mayfield Hwy,, Benton, Mrs.
Lucy R. Holcomb, 337 West Oak
St., Mayfield, William D. Fox,





Baby Boy Gibson i mother
June), Rt. 2, Benton, Baby Girl
Boyd (mother ladonna ), Moble
Home Village, Murray, Baby
Girl Shekell (mother Deborah),
Rt. 3-Bx 47, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Robert R. Mason, Sr., Bx 148,
Hardin, Mrs. Paula K. Windsor,
Rt. 7, Murray, Frederick L.
Tobey, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Roger E.
Futrell, Bx 204, Cadiz, Mrs. Joy
L. Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Kathetine J. Mathis, Bx 241,
Benton, Mrs. Jeanette Collie
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Murray,
Harmon R. Whitenell, 226 S. -
15th., Murray, Homer L. Yates,
Rt. 2, Kuttawa, Ray Erwin,
New Concord, Harold D. Jones,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Hontas L.
Mitchell, Gen. Del., Murray,
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Bryant, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tnn., Dallas Dick,
Hazel, Mrs. Norene Fowler, Rt. :
1, Almo, Miss Inez Finney, Fern
Terrace Idg., Murray, Buford
C. Bailey, Rt. 8, Murray, Harry
B. Moore, 405 NOtia, Murray,
Mrs. Lela M. Knight, 732 Nash,.
Murray, Truman A. Oliver, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tn., A. M.
__Thomas, tt03 She Wa, Murray,





Baby Boys 42) Deboe 4 mother
Valdez), 190 A Greenbriar Rd.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cathey A. Lie and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Donna
J. Lyell and Baby Girl, 540 N.
13th., Mayfield, Mrs. Janet S.
Ferguson, New Concord, Mrs.
Doris B. Holt, 816 E. Wood St.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Daisy
Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Juanita L. Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Darlene E. Miller,
Box 57, Hazel, Mrs. Sandra
McConnell, Box 449, Murray,
Master Kerry D. Reed, Rt. 8,
Benton, Mrs. Kattie W.
Charlton, Rt. 4, Murray, Hugh
J. Merrell, 1415 S. Poplar,
Centralia, Ill., Master
Kristopher T. Turner, Rt. 1, Box
70A, Murray, Jack W. Atkinson,
Rt. 6, Box 151, Murray, Mrs.
Cliffe Titsworth, Fern Terrace
Lrig., Murray, John G. Taylor,
Rt. 1, Hardin, James E. Ruddle,
938 S. 5th., Mayfield. Mrs.
Tommie E. Thorn, 800 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, Walter Wilson, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Wanda J.
Graham, 709 Poplar St.,
Murray.
FREEZER FARE
When you feel creative, make
some parfaits to put in the
freezer for unexpected summer
visitors. Layer Strawberry and
pistachio ice cream for one
combo, top with whipped cream
and a stemmed maraschino
cherry. For another, layer
fruits with French vanilla ice
cream and a lemon sauce
When buying cannei
juices or fruit drinks,'
the label for a statemer'
as "vitamin C adoeo- o
ached- Usually, the er
Juice costs no more-ar'
need vitamin C in you
every day for good
UK Extension foods sor
ists point out.
71Fnr. liar
The Murray Ledger di Tunes
.The Murray Ledger & Ilrnes
published every afternoon except Sur
days. July 4, Chrurtrnlis Day. .4"
...' Year's Day and Thafikagiving
; Murray Newspapers, Inc , 102 N 401 S'
Murray. Ry .42(171.
Serond Class Postage Paid at MurrayKyo
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In art"
served by carriers 112.22 per met.'F pay sble in advanre By mail in Callowr,
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayftet .I Sedans and Farmington, Ry and Par
Buchanan and Puryesr, Tenn. $12.'
1 g.;• 5y: yrear Bkirril to other destmathA'
i Member of Associated Press. K,'
tuck Pr So Ow^Hazel. Y est; Association and uNewspaper Publishers Amor-labor
Poplar Spring BW
Plans For Study
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will hold their
Week of Prayer for State
Missions program with
meetings at the church
throughout the week.
"Speak Ye To Kentucky" will
be the theme of the programs to
be held at 1:30 p. m. on Tuesday
and Thursday, at seven p. m. on
Wednesday, and at six p.- m. on
Sunday, September 14.
The public is invited, ac-
cording to Mary Louise Short,
chairman, Dorothy Simon, co-





Susan Stopher of the State
Attorney General's Office,
division of Consumer Protec-
tion, will be the guest speaker at
the first regular meeting of the
Murray Branch _ of the
American Association of
University Women.
She will speak on "Consumer
Regulation and Responsibility,:
at the open meeting to the
public on Tuesday, September
9, at seven p. m. in Room 208 of
the North Applied Science
Building, Murray State
University.,
Dr. Alta .Presson, local
president, said the membership
in AAUW is open to any one with
a baccalaureate degree from an
accredited institution of higher
education.
Dean Roper, center, home economics extension agent for Graves County, taught the lessonon "The Look of Fall Fashions" to Calloway County Homemakers Leaders at the Extension Of-fice on Tuesday. leaders attending were, left to right, front row, Shriley Werts, Poltertown,Geneva Giles, Town & Country, back row, Sheila McGinnis, Enterprising Pam Kelly, New Fron-tier, Marilyn Mikulcik, Pacers, Annie Lee Gunter and Erma Outland, North Murray, Edna Butler,County Clothing Chairman, Dexter, Nelda Cook, New Concord.
(Staff Moto by David HA)
Homemakers' Meeting Held Tuesday
"The Look of Fall Fashions"
was taught to leaders from the
Calloway County Homemakers
Club by Dean Roper, County
Extension Agent for Home
Economics in Graves County,
on Tuesday morning at the
Calloway Extension Office.
Some of the 1975-76 fashions
are the tubular shape, using
light to medium knits next to the
body; medium to heavy weight
novelty knits for sweaters and
coats; the simple shape for a
classic look with new emphasis
on drapability; the cinch
allowing lots of variety in
saltabisiTletheis7 the tiff-build-
up using medium to light weight
bulkless fluid fabrics, Mrs.
Roper said.
The leader said in street wear
to note the accessories, stitched
beret, paisley Print scarf,
multicolored, woolen leather
belts, oversized wool mufflers,
knit cap with Greek motif, very
large leather pouch, slouch
boot, and crepe soled walking
shoes.
For a touch of glanaour for
evening she suggested dainty
cocktail shoes, long wrapped
crepe DeChine sash, and skinny
banglers on wrist.
Clubs studying this lesson will
be Cheerful, Coldwater, En-
terprising, Harris Grove, New
Concord, New Frontier, North
Murray, Pacers, Penny, Pot-
tertown, Sunshine, and Town &
Country.
Interested persons may check
the Community Calendar of this
newspaper when the various
clubs will be holding meetings.
The Extension Homemakers
Club is an Equal Opportunity
Organization authorized to
provide research, educational
information and other services
only to individuals and in-
stitutions that function without
regard to race, color, sex or
national origin, according to
Barletta Wrather, Calloway




Will Be Open Eyery Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
-Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.-



























You now have the opportunity to request that your
social security or supplemental security checks be
deposited directly into your savings or checking ac-
count..
The NEW service is called DIRECT DEPOSIT, and here are
just some of the advantages the new voluntary system will offer
you:
• You don't have to stand in line to cash or deposit
your check.
.Even if you are away from home, your money is
available in your account instead of sitting in your
mailbox.
'You don't have any problem in cashing your check
because it goes directly into your account.
.You don't have to worry about losing your check af-
ter you receive it or having it stolen from your
mailbox.
If you would like to arrange to have your monthly payment
.from the government made this new, convenient way, all you
need to do is pick up the phone and call Peoples Bank. They are
ready to answer all of your questions regarding this convenient
new service.
Direct Deposit means CONVENIENCE...and you can always
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Proclamations Signed For National
 A Hunting And Fishing Day At
WA's land Between The Lakes
Proclamations designating
observance of National Hunting
and Fishing Day at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes have been
signed by county judges and
mayors in the Stewart, Trigg,
Lyon, and Calloway Counties.
The annual observance will
be held Sunday, September 28,
at Empire Farm in the En-
vironmental Education Center
and will feature antique and
hand-carved duck decoys,
wildlife oriented arts and
crafts, taxidermy demon-
strations and explanations in
the proper handling and
preparation of trophies to be
mounted by professionals,
archery demonstrations, out-
door workshops, dog handling
and training demonstrations,
plus exhibitions by the
American Mountain Men, and
the Second Annual Kantucky
Wild Turkey Calling Contest.
Following a unanimous
request by Congress, President
Richard Nixon, on May 2, 1972,
proclaimed the. first National
Hunting and Ftshing Day,_ In _.
addition, all 50 governors
proclaimed a special day of
  observance in their states and
• urged the public to visit the•
• various observances and learn
•Inere _about conservation and
• outdoor recreation. In•
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches










hunters and fishermen have
made to conservation,
recreation, and the economy,
they are deserving of special
recognition.
"Since the turn of the century,
The following story is retold
to you thru this column in the
hopes that you will enjoy it as
much as I did. The person who
told me this actual experience
asked to remain anonymous but
did give permission to put the
story into print — Hamp W.
Brooks, Jr.)
We had only been married for
fourteen months when he
brought IT home and parked it
in the driveway just outside the
side door to the house. I knew
from the gleam in his half
crazed eyes as he came
charging thru the door that
something of great importance
had transpired. He drug me
from the stove out the door to
look at IT. IT was about ,the
ugliest thing I had ever seen on
four wheels. As he jabbered
feverishly in about the same
kind of tone he proposed to me
with, I learned that the name of
IT was JEEP. As I hastene&to,
depart to inspect the now
burning dinner, he prevailed,
upon me to the point that I
admitted that was "cute." I
used the word rather loosely
much as I would have to
describe a baby rhinocerous or
Yogi Berra, etc. but he took it to
mean that I had given IT my
approval and lo - the very doors
of my husband's heart flew
open.
He ate dinner with the gusto
of a starved wolf and I don't
think he even noticed it was
burned. Three minutes later he
had me buckled into the
passenger seat of IT and we
hunters and anglers have been
the leaders in nearly all major
conservation programs. These
sportsmen-conservationists are
responsible for the founding of
state fish and game depart-
ments in all 50 states. They
asked that they, themselves, be
required to buy licenses and
that the money collected be
used to support state con-
servation agencies. In the last
50 years alone these sportsmen
have provided $2.5 billion for
conservation programs.
''Hunters and fishermen
asked for the establishment of
regulated seasons and bag
limits so that sportsmen could
harvest the annual crop of game
and fish without damage to the
basic breeding population. The
result has been that there are
now more deer, elk, antelope,
and wild turkey in the United
States than there were 50 years
ago. Further, sportsmen's
programs have benefited
numerous species of non-game
fish and wildlife through habitat
development- •  
"Hunters and fishermen, .
unique in all America, asked
that their fishing and hunting
equipment be taxed and that the
money be used for land
acquisition, research, and
habitat management for fish
and wildlife for the- enjoyment
of all Americans.
-Through their publications
and organizations—such as the
National Wildlife Federation,
Ducks Unlimited, Izaak Walton
League of America, and many
others—hunters and fishermen
have led the nation in the battle
for a better environment and
the wise use of our -natural
resources." --
were taking off down the street.
Less than three hundred feet
from the house my dress had
already blown up around my
waist and the fresh fourteen
dollar permanent was merely a
memory. IT was topless and the
fresh air came in large quan-
tities at fifty miles per hour. I
had reached the definite con-
clusion that my husband had
gone "bananas" when he
whipped IT in at the K & N and
motioned for me to take the
wheel. A crowd was already
beginning to gather to look IT
over and my husband was on
Cloud 9 as he pointed out the
various features of IT to them.
In the midst of this commotion I
summoned up more courage
than Annie Oakley and Florence
Nightingale had put together
and got behind the wheel.
My mind raced back four
years to the last stick shift I had
driven. A well worn
Volkswagon. Surely this would
not be much different. I
managed to depress the clutch
and move the shift lever into
gear. When I let the clutch out
IT lurched about five feet and
went dead. My face turned
about the same color as a fire
engine and I reasoned that I
hadn't given enough gas to the
Jeep. I got the motor restarted
and the little hand on the
steering column that looked like
a speedometer but really wasn't
said 4000. I released the clutch.
This time the motor didn't go
dead but we jumped the curb,
leaped across the center divider
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Tennis Department
of the highway, and left two
black marks for half a city
block. Behind us lay a cloud of
smoke and the stench of burned
rubber along with my cousin
who got to laughing so much he
nearly fell out the door of the
city police cruiser.
Later that night the Monte
Carlo was removed from the
carport to its new house under
the old maple tree and IT
moved in. To say that my life
was never again the same
would be absolutely correct.
In the fourteen months of our
marriage my husband had
never got out of bed before nine
o'clock on Saturday morning.
At 4:30 a. m. he was showered,
shaved, and dressed; and
shaking me awake to get the
coffee pot on and fix breakfast
so we could go "four wheeling."
I rolled back over convinced
that all of this was a bad dream
but the staccato roar of the twin
pipes rattling the window panes
of our bedroom window coupled
with the devilish little horn that
sounded like a roadrunner
with a malfunction, brought me
to my feet in a nervous rigor.
I managed to get Mrs. Olsen
plugged up and perking and got
into a pair of cutoff blue jeans
and an old T shirt. My hair
looked like a bird's nest and it
took lots of combing to get the
tangles out. My husband seldom
eats much for breakfast and I
was somewhat surprised when
he went thru four eggs, a half
pound of bacon, and half a loaf
of bread not to mention four
cups of coffee. But then he told
me that I was not only the best
cook in the world but also the
best wife in the world. He sure
knew how to make me feel good.
Of course he added that I
needed to get a picnic lunch
ready because were leaving in
five minutes.
At 6 a. m. we were on our way
to my uncle's farm and I will
have to admit that the first
sunrise I had witnessed in over
ten years was sure one beautiful
sight to behold.
Thirty minutes later one
surprised uncle was out giving a
careful scrutiny to IT. He
graciously gave us permission
to drive back to the wasteland
on the east end of the farm and
The Hub That "Locks In".
West Kentucky Guns
Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
Gerrald Boyd















































































































added that he'd be happy to
come pull us out with his
tractor. My husband assured
him that this wouldn't be
necessary since we had four
wheel drive. We headed off
down the rutted dirt lane and
just around the first corner my
husband stopped the Jeep and
got out and squatted beside the
front wheel. I won't say what I
thought he was fixing to do. I did
find out that he was merely
"locking in the hubs" which
really didn't tell me much
either.
For three solid hours we
drove up hills, crossed ditches,
splashed water and mud, slid
down banks, .and then climbed
them again. IT would go just
about anywhere that anyone
would want to go. At first I was
so scared that I thought I would
have to "check the hubs" but as
we mastered obstacle after
obstacle a feeling of confidence
began to develop.
THE OPENING OF DOVE
SEASON—Clockwise, from
lower left "the old master,
Harry Sparks, takes it easy as
he waits for another flight. Gil
Mathis used his Browning
20 ga. and took this limit of
doves at the college farm.
Will Ed Stokes and his "mak"
over and under with a limit of
doves. Vail couni 'em.1
Fins Fetes
We ate the best picnic lunch
I've ever tasted on top of a
cutbank shrouded in pine trees
and overlooking about two
thousand acres. IT sat patiently
by and little did I now realize
how many more wonderful
adventures we were to share
together.
Next week the four wheeling
column will cover the first
group four wheeling adventure
of this couple. Congratulations
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Chapman
on the purchase of their first
fourwheeler and to the Tatlocks
on swapping their speedboat for
a cabin cruiser.
Have a nice week everybody
and Happy Four Wheeling. By
the way, many of the 1976
models are beginning to show
up. There is a new CJ7 on
display already. It took Jeep ten
years to get around to building





The Store for the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Ihtar"
Qualified Bear Archery Service
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SHARPEN-UP
By Barry Drew
Once upon a tithe there was a
hunter who wanted to try his
hand at something new. He had
been hunting with a rifle for
years and years and decided
that he wanted a new challenge.
•'1 need more challenge and
excitement in my life," he cried
as he rushed out to the local,
well-stocked archery center,
where The well-informed
saleslady ( she doubled-up as
the good fairy on weekends)
supplied him with "all" the
equipment he needed to go
bowhunting. J.,yfully, faced
with a new and exciting
challenge, the happy bowhunter
Took his equipment, which was
"all" he needed, and off
heswent to the magic land of
L.B.L. to bag the white-tailed
deer.
Chances are that the little
"fairy" tale I just told you
comes close to the truth in all to
many cases. This is not to say
that the "happy" bowhunter
wouldn't be successful in his
new found sport because we all
know of, or have heard of just
such people who found the good
fairy working in a sporting
goods store. She gifted the new
bowhunter with "all" he needed
to nail his buck. Some actually
make good with this "magic",
but for most of us "it don't come
easy",
intoa handle.) If you don't want
a handle, break off the pointed
end and tape the file down about
3" from the pointed end.
(makes the file easier to hold)
One of the best cutting edges I
have ever seen, short of a
razorblade, can be attained
using the mill file method. All
That is required is practice, once
you catch on you can produce
:he same razor edge on a dozen
arrows in about an hour and a
half.
Pick up an arrow and look at
the edges of the arrowhead. ( I
will use the razor insert type
head as an example only
because a great many
bowhunters use this type.)
Notice that the blade has two
edges and that they have
machine marks on them which
make them look sharp. These
edges may cut but they are far
from sharp. Now hold the arrow
in left hand and support the
arrowhead with the first and
second fingers. ( The head will
be pointing away from you)
File towards the point, one edge
at a time, until all the machine
marks are gone and the edges
are shiny. If you have filed
carefully, the edges will be
ready to finish. Notice that each
time you stroke one of the edges
a burr will form along the edge.
This burr is metal which has
rolled over as the file passes.)
The bury is the secret to the
razoredge- Remove the burr,bY
I wish' that SOmeOfle Would carefully stroking one side of
invent a magic arrow that the edge and then the other,
would always be of the correct alternating until the burr is
spine weight, proper length and gone and all that remains is a
have a never-dull, razor sharp razor-sharp edge. Don't expect
head. This magic arrow- would to master this method on one
always Shoot straight and would arrow. With a little deter-
never miss the deer no matter mination and practice you wit?
what. possess a skill which can be
The above pipe-dream won't used in the field during the hunt.
help but a 10" mill file will. With A new razor edge is only as far
this file and a little work you away as your file.
can come up with the next best There is a good method for
thing to the magic arrow and testing your skill at sharpening
that is the razor sharp arrowaalf the arrowhead won't
arrow.This type file is available shave hair off your arm it just
locally at hardware stores. isn't sharp enough to take
Most stores will have a screw- hunting. A dull head will only
on handle to go on the end of the give you poor results. An arrow
file which will make it easier to relies on sharpness for
use. (This -type file. ts -a' metal penelvtion and cutting, not
working file as is used in a pushing aside, everything that
machine shop and one end is lies in its path. A razor-sharp
pointed so it may be inserted arrow will kill quickly and
humanely, provided it is well
placed, and will leave the
maximum blood trail to follow
to the trophy.
Another fine method for
testing the sharpness of your
arrows is the rubber band test.
Simply take the rubber band
from your Ledger and Times or
a similar small rubber band and
stretch it between your thumb
and finger. Hold your arrow
about one inch ahead of the
Alleged Poachers
Shoot Warden
, HARDINSBURG, Ky. —
Deputy state game warden
Vernon Anderson, 29, of
Stephensport, was reported in
fair condition at Breckinridge
County Memorial Hospital
yesterday after he was shot by
alleged deer poachers in the
Yellow Bank Wildlife
Management Area.
State police said Anderson
and another deputy game
warden surprised three alleged
deer poachers in Breckinridge
County near the Breckinridge-
Meade County line, and a gun
battle ensued. The identity of
the other deputy game warden
was not immediately available.
James Edward- Stinnett of
Union Star in Breckinridge
County, one of the three men,
was shot three times, state
police reported. He was taken to
Louisville General Hospital
where he was reported in
satisfactory condition last
night.
The two other men fled but
were arrested later at a police
road block. They were iden-
tified as John Douglas Swink,
34, of Fthodelia in Meade County
and George W. Dore, 36, of
Stephensport.
Stinnett, Swink and Dore
were charged with hunting with
lights, criminal attempt to
commit murder and resisting
arrest. Swink and Dore are
being held in the Breckinridge
County Jail after failing to post
bonds of $12,000 each.
The bond of Stinnett was also
set at $12,000.
feathers and rest the arrowhead
(which is supposed to be razor-
sharp) against the rubber band.
Now push the arrowhead for-
ward. The band should be cut
almost immediately. If the band
is not cut, the head jumps and
pulls against the band the head
is not sharp enough. Please
don't hunt with a head that isn't
razor-sharp.
With a little more work the
broadhead will be ready for the
hunt. Look at the very point of
the arrow. Notice that it comes
to a narrow point. This point
needs to be cut back and
rounded off a bit because a long,
slender point might roll up when
hitting bone. Hold the arrow as
previously mentioned and file a
few strokes across the point at a
90 degree angle to the shaft,
turn the broadhead over and file
a few more strokes the same
way. Where the point was there
will be a thin piece of metal
about 1-8 of an inch long. Take
this metal and carefully remove
it with your fingers. The
broadhead will now be flat
instead of pointed at the tip.
Carefully file the square point a
little at a time until it is rounded
off instead of square. The
broadhead now has what is
called a "chizel point" and will
penetrate 'most bone found in a
deer. I believe it was Fred Bear
who invented the "chizel point".
Once the broadhead is. sharp
and will shave hair the razor
insert is installed by slipping it
through the slot in the middle of
the broadhead and snapping it
into place. Now is the time to
give the-broadhead a coating of
vaseline on both sides. Vaseline
will prevent rust from forming
and will aid the arrow when it
penetrates hair, hide, and bone
on a game animal. The arrow,
with its razor-sharp broadhead,
is ready to be stored in your bow
quiver for use in the field.
The nock end of a hunting
arrow could be a trouble spot
for a bowhunter. Nocks
sometimes slip off the string
when the arrow is drawn back
for a shot. This situation is
dangerous because the bow's
power could destroy the bow if
the string were released with no
arrow on it. Pinched nocks
prevent the possibility of the
arrow slipping off the string.
This type nock is also called a
"snap on" nock. The very ends
of the nock are slighlty pinched
together and the result is a light
pressure on the bowstring,
usually enough to hold the
weight of an arrow suspended
from the bowstring. Regular
plastic nocks can be modified
very easily to make -snap
ons". Boil up some water and
dip the nock end until the plastic
softens slightly. Pinch the two
sides together a little and let the
nock cool off. Try this nock on
your bowstring, it should fit
snugly, not real tight. If you
don't get it right the first time
all that is required is another
dip in the pot and try it again.
The pleasing part of all this is
not having an arrow fall off the
string anymore. Nothing makes
a bowhunter angry like drop-
ping an arrow out of his stand.
These pinch nocks will help the
arrow fly better as an added
bonus.
Try adding an arrow holder to
your set-up so that the cold
finger that holds your arrow on
the bow is not attached to your
hand. An arrow holder
(available at local stores) is
simply a small plastic device
which sticks on the side of the
hunting bow and holds an arrow
at the ready position on the
arrow rest and bowstring. In
cold weather this plastic
"finger" comes in very handy.
Only light pressure is needed to
release the holder as you draw
for a shot. Just a little vaseline
in the arrow notch of the holder
„ • ,
Fishermen On Private Land 
levied. The current penal code
divides trespassing into three
degrees. The two applicable to
hunting and fishing
Another item of bowhunter equipment that is frequently
left uncamouflaged is the treestand This treestand has been
given the full camo treatment with a pattern of black, brown
and green paint. An animal in the wild is less apt to spot an
object that blends into the forest background than one that
contrasts with it.
will make the holder slip off
even a cold aluminum arrow
without a sound.
There are other methods of
sharpening arrows besides the
file method, but whatever
method on broadheads you
decide to use please make sure
your broariheads are as sharp
as a razor. The broadhead
arrow kills by hemorrage alone.
Dull arrows don't produce quick
and humane kills and should be
avoided. The difference bet-
ween success and failure might
well be the sharpness of your
broadheads.
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Squirrel hunting season has
returned to Kentucky and many
landowners are discovering a
change in procedure dealing
with hunters and fishermen on
private land without per-
mission.
Due to a change in Kentucky's
penal code the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources no
longer has jurisdiction over
those hunting or fishing without
permission on private land. The
power of arrest has shifted to
local peace officers. The change
occurred with no prior
knowledge of the department,
which worked for passage of the
former law in 1960.
Under the 1960 law, a con-
servation officer could arrest a
person hunting or fishing
without permission on written
compliant of the landowner of
the CO was already on the land.
An arrest could also be made on
the CO's initiative.
Under provisions of the new
penal code, a landowner must
swear a warrant to he served by
a local peace officer, sheriff or
state policeman. Conservation
Duck And Goose Hunt Reservations




on the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources' Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area must be made in writing
and postmarked no earlier than
September 15 and no later than
October 1.
The requests ( with "reser-
vations" _marked on the en-
velope) should be sent to the
Ballard Co. Wildlife
Management Area, Rt. 1,
LaCenter, Ky. 42056. They must
include the names and ad-
dresses of all hunters in the
party; ftrst choice and alternate
hunting dates and the
preference for duck or goose
hunting. Also enclosed must be
a fee of $5 per day per hunter or
$15 per pit. Only cashier's
checks, certified checks or
money orders will be accepted
and hunters will be limited to
six hunts per season with no
HOMO Of The Golden Shafer 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gelber, Owner 2 Mies Ent How 94
Wholesale Bait
Moody 'Boat Trailers
Polar Kraft Fishing Boats ,
more than two Saturdays in-
cluded. There is no Sunday or
Christmas day hunting on the
area.
Goose hunting dates for the
BCWM Area are Dec. 1 through
Jan. 20 (statewide the goose
season will open Nov. 12 and run
through Jan. 20), and duck
hunting will be allowed there
Dec. 11 through Jan. 20.
(Statewide, the duck hunting
season will be split — open at
ndon, prevailing time, Nov. 19,
continue through Nov. 27;
reopen at noon Dec. 10 and run
through Jan. 201.
Shooting hours on the Ballard
Area are h2 hour before sunrise
until 12 o'clock (statewide
shooting hours for geese and
ducks are from L2 hour before
sunrise, until sunset, except on
opening day of both parts of the
statewide duck season when
shooting will begin at noon.)
The daily limit for geese on
the Ballard area is five, which
may include not more than two
Canadas or two white fronted or
one of each. The possession
limit, also five, may include not
more than four Canadas and
white fronted in aggregate of
which not more than two may
be whitefronted.
Statewide bag and possession
limits for ducks will apply at
BCMW Area. For ducks, the
point system will apply and the
daily limit will be reached when
the last duck taken by a hunter
teaches or exceeds 100 points.
The possession limit is the
maximum number of ducks
which could have been taken in
two days:
Further explanation of
waterfowl limits and othei
season details may be obtained
by writing the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Frankfort.
Astro Car Wash




1102 Chestnut murrey, Ky.
$ 1 00
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both carry a fine of no more
than $250. A trespasser is also
officers can no longer arrest liable for damage he may cause
those hunting and fishing while hunting or fishing without
without permission. permission.
According to A. H. Henson, It is the legal responsibility of
director of the department's any person to obtain permission
Division of Law Enforcement, from the landowner before bx.
landowners should first record, entering private property to M
the license number from any hunt or fish. Department of Fish
unauthorized vehicle on his and Wildlife Resources Com-
land. The landowner should missiorier Arnold Mitchell says, •
then locate trespassers and ask "Good sportsmanship demands '..k?„. 8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
that they leave. A warrant can abiding by any restrictions a
Storey.'s
Foodaint
Open 7 Days A Week
then be obtained from the landowner may place on the •?:•6 HWY•  • 
P oneMi So -$322
county judge for the arrest of sportsman and a respect for 1:4(40',
the guilty parties. crops, fences and other private
Landowners can also contact property. Without this, criminal
a local peace officer. If the and civil court action and more
peace officer witnesses the closing of private lands to
trespass, no warrant is needed. hunting will result."
Kentucky *forbid
Season Set
Frankfort, Ky. ---A 70-day
goose hunting season and a 50-
day two-part duck hunting
season were set today by the
Fish and Wildlife Commission
meeting in Frankfort.
The statewide goose season
will open Nov. 12 and run
through Jan. 20. Statewide duck
hunting will begin at noon,
prevailing time, Nov. 19 and
continue through Nov. 27;
reopen at noon Dec. 10 and run
through Jan. 20.
The daily bag limit for geese
will be five and it may not in-
clude more than one Canada or
two white-fronted or one of
each, except in Hickman,
Fulton, Ballard and • Carlisle
Counties where he daily bag
may include two Canadas or
two white-fronted or one of
each.
The possession limit, also
five, may not include more than
two Canaries and two white-
fronted except in Hickman,
Fulton, Ballard and Carlisle
Counties where it may not in-
clude more than four Canadas
and white-fronted in the
aggregate of which not more
than two may be white-fronted.
Duck hunting limits will be
based on the point system and
the daily limit will be reached
when the total point value of the
ducks taken by a hunter reaches
or exceeds 100. The possession
limit is the maximum number
of ducks which could have been
taken in two days.
T Point values assigned to
various species and sexes of
ducks are: 100, canvasback and
redhead ducks; 90. hen mallard,
black and wood duck, and
hooded merganser; 10, pintail,
blue-winged and cinnamon teal,
gadwall, shoveler, scaup and
green-winged teal; 35, drake
mallard and all other species of
ducks and mergansers.)
Seasons and limits for coots,
rails and gallinules were also
set today by the commission.
For coots, the season will be the
same as for ducks; for
gallinules and rails, the season
will be Nov. 12 through Jan. 20
coinciding with the goose
season. Limits are: coots, 15
and 30; gallinules, 15 and 30,
and rails, 25 and 25.
The statewide waterfowl
shooting hours will be from 1/2
hour before sunrise until sunset,
prevailing time, except on
opening day of both parts of the
duck season when shooting will
begin at 12 noon, prevailing
time. -
On the Ballard County
Wildlife Management Area, the
goose hunting season will be
Dec. 1 through Jan. 20 and the
duck season, Dec. 11 through
Jan. 20. Statewide limits awry
on the Ballard area and
shooting hours there will be
from '2 hour before sunrise
wit') 12 noon, prevailing time.
Also, there is no Sunday or
Christman Day hunting .on the
BCWMA.
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating 154 Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sot.
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
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Dear Consumer
Back To School For
Consumers, Too
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
This is the time of year when students of
all ages "get back to the books" after the
summer vacation season.
Some books, of course, are required
reading for some classes. Other books are
on lists for suggested reading. Others are
books you read just for fun or for your own
information.
From time to time I have used this
column to list different types of books that
consumers-whether enrolled in a school
or not-might find informative and
stimulating.
Here is an updated selection for the
"back-to-school" consumers.
Consumer Complaint Guide 1975. Joseph
Rosenbloom. Tells people where to write
when they have complaints.
Consumerism: Search for the Consumer
Interest. Edited by David A. Aaker and
George S. Day. Contains 38 reading
selections.
Consumer Sourcebook. Edited by Paul
Wasserman. A directory and guide to
Federal and state government, offices,
associations, media services and
hyssinonsiog —
Consumer Survival Kit. Adapted by
John Dorfman from a television series by
the Maryland Center for Public Broad-
casting. Tells what to look for and what to
avoid in food, clothing, shelter, money and
other consumer goods and services.
Economic Issues for Consumers. Roger
L. Miller, Unusually readable textbook
covering basics of personal finance in
addition to consumer issues of a practical
nature, such as making decisions about
children, the credit maze and using small
claims courts.
Great American Blow-Up: Puffery in
Advertising and Selling. Ivan L. Preston.
Raises questions about advertising, such
as why laws exist that permit sellers to
make false claims.
Information Seekers, The. H. Thorelli,
H. Becker and J. Engledow. Contrasts
consumers who are information-minded
with the average consumer. Points out
differences in how they buy.
Occupational Licensing: Practices and
Policies. Benjamin Shimberg, Barbara F.
Esser and Daniel H. Kruger. Considers
how public interest is affected by licensing
practices and policies.
Poverty in the Dual Economy. A. Dale
Tussing. Explanation of poverty in terms
of why it is better to be poor in a poor
society than where the majority is well-to-
do.
Sylvia Plortires Money Beek, How to
Earn It, Spend It, Save It, Invest It,
Borrow It and Use It to Better Your Life.
Sylvia Porter. Encyclopedia of consumer
concerns.
Castro Hasn't Changed
The embargo on trade between
the United States of America and
Cuba remains iiVorce, but there
is no denying that our State De-
partment has taken a significant
step toward softening its effect.
A shift in our Cuban policy is
clearly under way.
Technically, our government
can insist that it is simply recog-
nizing that many Latin Ameri-
can countries have decided to
trade with Cuba, and that it is
awkward to insist that sub-
sidiaries of U.S. firms in those
countries abide by our trade
policies. The State Department
can argue that relaxing these in-
direct restraints is aimed not so
much at pleasing Fidel Castro as
overcoming a problem in our re-
lations with other Latin Ameri-
can governments.
So be it, but the fact remains
that Havana is slowly maneu-
vering its way out of the econom-
ic isolation. The Organization of
American States has relaxed its
embargo policy, with tacit U.S.
approval. Some credit must go to
Castro's footwork for bringing
this about with no major change
in those policies which originally
put a chill on Cuban relations in
the hemisphere — his alliance
' with the Soviet Union, and the
sponsorship of subversion else-
where in the Caribbean and
Latin America.
The Moscow-Havana axis ap-
pears to be as solid as ever, and
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tions provided an example of
how Cuban support of subversion
dos not have to tale the form of
a Che Guevara leading a band of
guerrillas in the Andes. The
Cuban delegation came within
two votes of getting the 24-mem-
ber U.N. Decolonization Com-
mittee to give formal recognition
to an independence movement in
Puerto Et ficcrind to condemn the
U.S. government for suppressing
it. ,
Cuban diplomats have been
trying for years to give the im-
pression that the Castro-sup-
ported Socialist Party in Puerto
Rico represents an authentic de-
sire for independence by Puerto
Ricans. In truth, the party and
its pro-independence supporters
got less than 5 per cent of the
votes in a referendum on the is-
sue in 1968.
Emissaries from Havana also
are in the forefront of efforts to
build Latin American resent-
ment against U.S. control of the
Panama Canal. They were quick
on the scene to help the late Sal-
vador Allende try to put the prin-
ciples of a Castro revolution to
work in Chile. The "export" of
Castroism from Cuba is not a
figure of speech, and it remains
an issue that Fidel Castro has
not begun to address in his over-
tures to Washington.
Our government has gone far
enough in its restionse to Castro.
Where is the meaningful quid
pro quo in this budding ex-





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: ANTI-NUCLEAR SCARE
As the Mideastern oil cartel threatens to
hike oil prices again, Americans can easily
understand the need for developing
domestic energy sources including
uranium and coal, in addition to oil and gas
resources.
Unfortunately, the United States will be
deprived of the nuclear option in power
generation if the followers of Ralph Nader
have their way. A nationwide campaign is
underway to frighten Americans into
abandoning nuclear power. The initial,
critical test case involves the state of
California where a nuclear plant shutdown
proposal will be on the ballot next June.
The Shutdown Initiative must be taken
seriously. Indeed it is being taken very
seriously by thousands of coocerned
Californians who have banded together to
form Citizens For Jobs and Energy, an
organization representing a cross-section
of business, labor, academic and civic
groups. Information about CFJE can be
obtained from 6535 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90088.
As Citizens For Jobs and Energy points
out, every major industrialized nation in
the world has turned to nuclear power.
Why should the United States abandon its
lead in this energy field?
The nuclear scare-mongers say there
. will be terrible nuclear accidents in the
-fattier - betatise .stifety raasures ire
inadequate. Leading nuclear scientists
dispute this claim.
Last winter 32 distinguished scientists,
including 11 Nobel Prize winners,
declared: "The safety of civilian. nuclear,
power has been under public surveillance
without parallel in the history of
technology... Contrary to the scare
publicity given to some mistakes that have
occurred, no appreciable amount of
radioactive materials has escaped from
any commercial U. S. power reactor.. On
any scale, the benfits of a clean, inex-
pensive and inexhaustible domestic fuel
HARRIGAN
far outweigh the possible risks. We can see
no reasonable alternative to an increased
use of nuclear power to satisfy our energy
needs."
Despite this statement by scientists such
as Dr. Harold Brown, President of the
California Institute of Technology, a
political drive is under way in California to
close down nuclear power plants by action
at the polls next June.
Katherine Dunlap, co-chairman of
Citizens For. Jobs and Energy, recently
wrote in Western Water News that "By
making the continued operation of nuclear
power plants in California contingent upon
a series of unattainable and irrational
conditions, the measure is designed to shut
dawn all nuclear power plant construction
immediately and phase out existing
nuclear plants in the matter of a few
years."
If the anti-nuclear initiative wins ap-
proval at the polls, it will have an impact
far beyond the borders of California. A
shutdown of nuclear power in America's
great Pacific Coast state would cause
further reliance on imported oil. For
Californians, of course, the result would be
much higher electric power rates. Hun-
dreds o‘millions of dollars, if not billions,
would have to be apsnt .for conventional
pow tc -planes tr replace nuclear in-
stallations.
The nation cannot afford a retreat from
the scientific frontier which nuclear power
plant technology represents. Other nations
are pushing' ahead -with construction of-
new nuclear plants. France, for example,
is planning to build an additional 40
nuclear plants.
The Shutdown Initiative must be
defeated, for it would signal to the world
that the United States was turning away
from the science and technology which it
pioneered, under the pressure of ill-
considered, narrow-minded emotionalism.
TROUFLF ON CiL WA7-4-75
Leis Stay Well 
Successful Community Medical
Assistance Program
The Sears Roebuck Founda-
tion deserves. recognition an
praise for a community medical-
assistance program which was
carried out from 1957 to 1970 and
which .was directed toward im-
proving medical care to a num-
ber of small towns and rural
areas throughout the United
States.
For a-time. some regarded the
program as unsuccessful.
Vitowever, taking a long view. the
project has to be looked upon as
effective, according to a recent
evaluation done by the Depart-
ment of Family anti Community
Medicine. Univerray of Utah
College of Medicine, and
published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association
The Foundation worked in
crinperateln with the American
Medical Asariation and 5 mede
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
cal advisory board nominated
with the A.M.A. A total of 625
communities which felt that they
needed a physician or a dentist
were studied by the foundation
staff. Meetings were held with
opinion leaders and groups.
In snow instances "town meet-
ings- were conducted. Informa-
tion was gathered regarding the
potential patient population, the
economic stability of the com-
munity. its growth rate, high-
ways and- availability of medicol
manpower and facilities in ad-
joining communities •
The communities . usually.• ac-
cepted the evaluation of their
needs without unfavorable reac-
tions. When the community was
advised that a physician was
needed, an effort trafihd one was
made threughlthe AMA: -
The communities were en-
couraged to assist in financing
and building the facility to be
used 1163 did sot and the founda-
tion helped in the design of the
structure.
The communities were sold on
the idea of "calling- or inviting
the health team, often with a
community party such a pro-
gram helped the new health pro-
fessionals to develop practice.
They usually leased the facilities
with the option to purchase.
Areording to the recent
follow-up study, physicians are
using the facilities in 132 craw
mutinies, and other health pro-
fessionals or health programs
are using Some of the additional
facilities. Individual local effort
and -group, cooperatainatiri• irp-
-piortant factors in successful
recruitment and retention of
BLASINGAME
health personnel.
Q: Mrs L. Y. has had someam-
wanted hair removed by
electrolysis and wonckrs why
some of the hairs have grown
back.
A: If the hair grows back, the
selectrolysis has failed to kill the
follickb or root from which the
hair is formed. When properly.
applied, electrolysis lulls out the
follicle, and the hair does not re-
form.
•
Q:.Mr. 0. T. asks if it is (rut'
that persons who eat no meat
have fewer cancers than meat-
eaters.
A: Strict vegetarians and
religious group& who eat little or
no Meat hake towel.' inalahces of
cam( r.
world markets, probably in the very early
1980s, the People's Republic will be one of
the world's great oil powers," Hoose said
in a brief visit here.
"China has enough petroleum and
s. natural gas resources to floodlight Asia
and more, and to export on a large scale,"
said Hoose, a Los Angeles attorney who
spent 23 years on the mainland prior to the
republic's formatioraen 1949.
In 10 trips to China since 1972 - he is
China Oil Boom
Developing Fast
NEW YORK (AP) - A mainland China
oil boom is developing that holds prospects
for vast world change within a decade, in-
cluding an alternate energy source for the
United States, a China authority and
business negotiator believes.
The boom could also mean billions of
dollars of trade and thousands of jobs for
Americans, said Horned Pettus Hoose,
who was born and raised in China and who
represents a number of U.S. companies in
business dealings there.
Discoveries and developments on the
mainland, including completion of a long
pipeline and the deepening of harbors,
already portend the emergence of the
People's Republic from an oil-scarce
nation to one of huge surpluses.
Among the long-range effects foreseen
by Hoose, who is a voluntary, nongovern-
mental adviser to U.S. government de-
partments and who helped prepare
President Richard M. Nixon for his trip to
the People's Republic:
-A loosening of the Mideast oil
monopoly power; a hastening of the in-
dustrial development of China; a massive
economic challenge to the Soviet Union in
Asia and the Pacific.
Of immediate significance, he believes,
is that within a few years American,
Japanese and European in tries are
there now - Hoose has developed sources
at the highest level of Chinese industry,
one of whom told him this summer that
China's proved and probable reserves are
larger than those now reported for the en-
tire Mideast.
Although China's production of crude
was negligible before 1957, and self-
sufficiency was achieved only in the late
1960s, a serious export program began in
1972 with deliveries of oil to Japan.
China produced 65 million tons of crude
in 1974, which placed it just behind In-
donesia as the world's 13th largest pro-
ducer. Hoose said he was informed
reliably that 1975 crude production would
be about 85 million tons.
Exports of crude in 1974 were four
million tons, and the Chinese claim they
will more than double that figure in 1975,
said Hoose, who believes the exports and
their impact will steadily grow.
A knowledgeable senior official told him
in late July that crude production by 1980
would exceed 300 million tons, and that ex-
ports in that year would be more than 65
million tons.
A Japanese study foresees China's crude
production exceeding 450 million tons by
1990, which Hoose believes would then
place it in a top five group along with the
United States, the Soviet Union, Saudilikely to be heavily involved s sellers of Arabia andjram
-
''-‘111°1°C", madrtherY, etlIfirditYlt;-e0V. 71When-I as' 6-.1 a senior Chinese officialstruction materials and advice, to comment on the Japanese study," said"When the oil boom breaks open upon Hoose, "he said flatly that China will
produce more than that and sooner."
International power balances and
national economies are likely to be shifted
by the swift transformation of the huge na-
tion. China's economic challenge to the
Soviet Union in Asia and the Pacific will be
massive, said Hoose, adding:
"The Chinese plan to open their in-
ternational trade dikes and drown the




Eight members of t4 Paducah Civitan
Club were special guests of the Murray
Civitan Club this week, according to
Hardirnan Nix, Murray Club president.
"Everyone can settle down now into a
decent routine with the last holiday of the
summer over and school back in session,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
New officers of the Calloway County
Library Board are Mrs. George Hart,
chairman, Mrs. Macon Blankenship,
secretary, and Jack Belote, treasurer.
The Robertson School Parent-Teacher
Association will meet September 8, ac-
cording to the chairman, Mrs. Charles
McDaniel.
90 Years Ago
Flood relief contributions continue to
come in the Red Cross office for the nor-
theastern areas of the nation, according to
Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary of the
local Red Cross chapter.
Hardio at Crass, furniture merchant,
died this morning at the Murray Hospital'.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood McReynolds on September 5.
Miss Betty Jane Perry and Kenneth
Dale Cremer were married September 4 at
the First Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade have returned
home after a motor trip to the West Coast.
Bible Thought
Husbands, love your wives,
even as Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it.
Ephesians 5:25.
How difficult it is to give
yourself away without love. We
can lose our temper, but to lose




Four Calloway men and four transfers
reported to Louisville for induction into the
Armed Forces on September 4. Twenty-
nine men will also leave for pre-induction
examination on September 6.
Deaths reported this week include Mrs.
Rhoda Lee Mahan, age 87, Hugh L. Wells,
and Lewis Cosby, age 72.
The grand champion cow in the Weakley
County, Tenn., Dairy Show was entered by
Dr. R. M. Mason of Murray.
Miss Marion Sharborough will leave this
week for Chicago, Ill., where she will study
at the Chicago Art Institute this winter.
Births reported include a boy, Norman
Dyer, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Dyer
Hale on September 2.
Mrs. George Oury Gatlin announces the
engagement of her daughter, Eleanor
Oury, to IA. James Edward Diuguid. son of
Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Over
21" starring Irene Dunn, Charles Coburn,
and Alexander Knox.
40 }ears Ago
W. S. Swann, chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Lower Tennessee Valley
Association, today invited Prt•sidant
hReoores,evelt to visit the site of the proposed
Aurora Dam on the Tennessee River near
Petitions are being circulated in Murray
November.
and CallowayCounty to h, rlri local option
mberelectionhere on the general election day in
Ground wa's broken the first of this week
for the new building of the Memorial
Baptist Church at Tenth and Main Streets
_The church, _sine* 41ra-oranniatkona--lies
been meeting in the Ryan Building. Main
Street.
Deaths reported included Embry
Clayton Parrish. age 19, William Mason
West, age 71, Mrs. Mabel K. Lovett, age 45,
Hudie B. Neale. age 46, Robert K. Hart,
age 55, Miss Fannie Parker, age 46, and
Mrs. Mary Givens. age 36.
Miss Dorothy Roland was chosen "Miss
Calloway County" at the American Legion
Beauty contest. She won over 32 entrants.
Miss Maryleona Bishop and John Wilson
Frost were married September 4.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger ft Ttm.i is published
every afternoon ercept Sundays July 4 Christ
mos Day New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers Inc.. 103 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 12071
Second Class Postage Paid al Murray. Ky
12071
.‘ tieSCR)ili 10. N RATES In areas served by
comers S2 25 per month payable in odeanco
By moil in Colloway County and to Benton Hai.
den Mayfield Sedalia and Formington Ky and
Pores Buchorion ond Puree& Tenn S12 50 pee
year By mail to other destinations S21 50 per
year
Member of tssocioted Press Kentucky Press
Association and Slkithesn Nei...roper
Publishers Association
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KENTUCKY POLICE TO CHALLENGE FOR RIDING CROWN — Police officers from the State of
Kentucky will be 'participating in a competition of riding skills and maneuverability at the
Kawasaki Kop Kup, September 28th, in Long Beach, California.
Midwest motorcycle officers from Kentucky, Michigan and Tennessee will complete against
the Nation's ltsest in a oriodilied ,ObSetved . Trials contest. during _the long_Iteaks.h. Grand P(111.1_-
5000 Race, held on the City's streets.
In order to equalize the competition all riders will be atop identically prepared production
Kawasaki motorcycles.
Motorcycle Patrolman Jim Rapp (top) displays the flashy footwork that won him top honors in
Kawasaki's 1974 Kop Kup held at the Detroit Cotio Hall. Runner-up Tom Nicolson (below) of the
Grand Rapids Police Department finished a close second in the five-state regional event.
Bargain Financing Offered By
Teamsters In Condominium Sales
NAPLES, Fla: thlt:-
ing the past severtil years of
tight money and record-break-
ing mortgage interest rates, a
huge Teamsters Union pension
fund and its friends offered
bargain financing for buyers of
individual units in a waterside
condominium.
For less than 12 per cent
down payment, you could, for
example, obtain a $22,700 resort
unit overlooking a pleasant ma-
rina in the harbor of this Flori-
da Gulf Coast community.
The Central States, Southeast
and Southwest Areas Pension
fund was willing to loan you the
$20,000 balance for a modest in-
terest rate of 6L2 per cent. That
was as much as three points
lower than the going rate for
conventional home mortgages
during the 1972-75 period that
units were available here at
Cove Inn.
What's more, if you didn't
care to come up with the full
down payment in cash, some
friends and advisers to the fund
were willing to lend you most
of that amount — again at the
bargain 6'1 per cent rate.
The pension fund insures the
retirement income of truck
drivers who contribute to it.
How well it does this depends
on how sucessfully tne monies
are invested.
Low rates on loans as small
as $8,800 form a sidelight to the
practices of the $1.4 billion Cen-
tral States Fund, better known
for its multimillion-dollar in-
vestments in projects promoted
by favored borrowers, some
connected with organized
crime, than for its beneficence
to the average vacation home
buyer.
It appears, in fact, to be the
first known instance where the
fund has accepted large num-
bers of individual mortgages.
The second-mortgage holders
are a group of lawyers who ad-
vise the pension fund, plus Al-
len Dorfman, the wealthy insur-
ance agent whom James R.
Hoffa installed to oversee the
fund when Hoffa went to jail in
.1967. Dorfman himself was con-
victed in 1972 of accepting a
$55,000-kickback to arrange a
fund loan.
The fund became involved
with Cove Inn in 196,4, when it
obtained a $1.35-million mort-
gage on the property then being
held by a Miami bank_ As with
so many other Pund deals, the
ken went bad.
At a Collier County fore-
closure sale, the Fund bid $1
million and took over the prop-
e'rty, then beIng.run as motel.
Frit rfloffe than three years
the Fund held the property as
it went through a series of
three-and four-figure delinquen-
cy tiffs with federal and state
tax authorities.
In a series of transactions
Jan. 2 and 3, 1969, the property
passed through the hands of
Dorfman, fund lawyer Alvin
Baron, and three men in an
outside law firm that advises
the Fund, Morton J. Harris, Ira
M. Burman and Harvey M. Si-
lets.
Low Rainfall
• The property wound up in the
hands of The Cove of Naples.
Inc., which paid $1.9 million.
The Fund financed $1.55 mil-
lion of that with a 26-year loan
at 6,-2 per cent interest, and the
Dorfman group took a second
mortgage for $250,000, thus
enabling the buyers to take
over for a $100,000 investment.
In 1972, Cove of Naples filed
a condominium declaration and
began to sell its more than 100
units, plus more than 40 boat
slips, mostly to buyers using
Central States financing.
Affecting
Reservoir Levels In TVA
In recent weeks, fishermen,
boaters, and other water
recreation enthusiasts in the
eastern end of the Tennessee
Valley region have had one
,question in common: Why are
TVA tributary lake levels so
low?
Edward H. Lesesne, Director
of TVA's Division of Water
Management, says the answer
is twofold.
"Since the beginning of April,
rainfall over the eastern end of
the region has been several
inches below normal," Lesesne
said. '•This factor, coupled with
the need for hydroelectric
power generation, has caused
the reservoir levels to fall more
rapidly (his year than during
the last four summers when
rainfall was above normal."
Lesesne explained that TVA
tributary reservoirs generally
reach their highest levels by
May or June. During the
summer and fall months, water
is gradually drawn out to
provide storage space for the
Valley-wide winter flood season
and to supplement low
streamflows for power
production and navigation. If
summer rainfall is near nor-




April and August of this year
the eastern end of the Valley
has received about 5'2 inches
less rainfall than normal, and
from 6 to 9 inches less than what
we've been getting over the past
four summers," Lesesne said.
"While we are doing our best
to accommodate most
recreation needs in the
operlition of the system, ..we.
must also utilize the
hydroelectriC power potential of
our reservoirs if we are to meet
the region's electric energy
needs. Hydro power output at
dams can be adjusted quickly to
meet variations in the level of
power demand, and the TVA
system.dePends on hydro power
to serve that need. It is also the
system's most economical
power source, and consumer
electric bills would be even
higher if hydro power could not
be used to, meet part of the
region's requirements."
Lesesne added that unless the
region receives unusually
heavy rainfall during Sep-
tember, the reservoirs will
continue to fall.
"Without additional rainfall,
the only way we can stabilize
the reservoir levels to shut off
our generators. DM would
disrupt system operations and
require still greater use of
power from more expensive
sources."
Hospital Report





Mrs. Pat Chrildress, 105
Patterson St., Paris, Tenn.,
Jerry McNutt. Rt. 8, Box 775.
Murray, Russell Wittmer, 2715
High Meadows Dr., Tlartnnville.
Ill.. Mrs. Lottie Dbncan, Rt. 1.
Dexter, Mrs. Alma Cooper, Rt
-7. Mayfield, James Nichols, 329
Head St. Paris, 'Tenn., Sewell
Jordan, Rt. 4, Farmington.
Albert Farris, Rt. 5, Box 289.
Murray', Mrs. Edith Johnson.
1001 Vine, Murray, Mrs. Ester
Sigmon, Rt. 5, Murray, in
•Sealers, Rt. 6, Murray,. Miss
Evelyn Bryant, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. ,Iosephone
Carroll (expired), Rt.3, Benton.
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and broils. Polished alumin-
um finish. Model 522.
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Handy lighter has thou-
sands of lights. Is ad-
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able. Never refill,
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Tasty, pre-cooked ham -
keep on hand for unex-
pected guests- great for
\Nparties, too'
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Fumble-Prone Tigers Lose Opener
TROUBLE AHEAD - Fullback Tony Hayden (42) of Reidland is about ready to run into some trouble as a Tiger gets ready to make th,
hit. Also in the picture is Tony Thurmond (60) of the Tigers. Murray lost a 19-14 contest to Reidlond in the season opener for the Tig.-rs
(Staff Photos by Barry Drew)
SORRY BRUCE - Reidland nasningback Bruce Austin runs into a little bit more than he con handle here as Tony Thurmond (60) makes
the tackle while Lindy Suiter (43) and Andy Ryon get ready to make assists. Giving lessons on how to fly is David Kennedy (71) of the
Tigers.
Nicklaus Has Mixed Emotions About World Series Changes
BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Jack
Nicklaus has mixed emotions
about the impending change in
the format for the World Series
of Golf, but the other three
competitors m this last of the
four-man shows applaud the
new, expanded line-up.
"In a way I'm sorry to see it
change,"Nicklaus said before
teeing off today as Theheavy








the world's ma;or title-holders.
"I think it's right that there
be a tournament for the four
major tournament winners," he
said. "I think they should get
together like this.
"But, unfortunately, the press
and public haven't attached the
significance to it that it de-
serves.
"It's more a television show
than a golf tournament. And it
should be a very significant
tournament.
'Part of that is due to the
fact that it's always played
here at Firestone. Now, I'm not
knocking Firestone. The facil-
ities are great and the people
treat you great. But they have
a lot of tournaments here. If
only the World Series were
played here, maybe it'd be dif-
ferent. And maybe the players
would attach more importance
to it.
"It's been declining in inter-
est for the past few years.
Now, with this change in for-
mat and a change in location, it
very well could develope into a
significant event."
For the last 14 years, the
World Series has been staged
at the famed Firestone Country
Club as a 36-hole four-man
tournament, bringing together
the winners of the four major
events—the Masters, U.S. and
British opens and the PGA.
Beginning next year the tour-
nament will move to an unan-
nounced site, probably chang-
ing sites every year, and its
format will be expanded to in-
clude about 28-34 players In-




Tigers Have Seven Turnovers In
Seven Series In Last Two Periods
By MIKE BRANDON




No, it's not a tongue-tied
Howard Cosell on Monday Night
Football. What is it then?
Well, it's seven series of plays
in the last half of a football
game. Unfortunately, the seven
series belonged to Murray High.
and with a half like that, all you
need to know is the final score
because you can guess the
outcome.
19-14.
It was the first victory ever
for Reidland over a Murray
High team. It came Friday
night before a packed-house on
the Greyhounds' field. And it
came for several different
reasons: "Mistake after
mistake . . . definitely a factor;
it's just the vast inexperience of
our folks," Tiger coach John
Hina said after the game.
"Six years," said Roger
White,. coach of the
Greyhounds. "Six years we've
been waiting for this.
"Oh, we had a few mistakes.
Like the blocked punt that cost
us a touchdown. We've got
basically all juniors and seniors
and we felt we had a good club
last year... should have beaten
Murray then but we just made
too many mistakes."
Last year it was 25-6 with
Murray on top. Friday it was 7-2
with Murray on top, in the
fumbles department that is.
Murray was physically
beaten by the tough Reidland
team. Very physically. Several
players took their lumps, in-
cluding linebacker Donnie
Winchester who got racked a
couple of times, through none
proved to be serious.
It was rather boring for the
first 20 minutes or so. But
there's no rule that says a game
must be exciting. Afterall, the
purpose is to go out and win
whether it causes heart attacks
or not.
Finally, after a scoreless
battle in which both teams
looked rather lackluster on
offense, Murray High broke the
ice, or actually tailback Lindsey
Hudspeth did.
Hudspeth took a handoff from
quarterback Roger Grogan on
the Murray 32 and within
seconds, he was in the Reidland
endzone with a 681ard touch-
down run. Tim Lane booted the
PAT and the Tigers were up 7-0,
the score at inermission.
Then in the third period,
Top-Ranked AP Teams
Score Victories Friday
By The Associated Press
The top-ranked teams in the
Associated Press high school
football poll scored victories
Friday night, but some of tha
other rated clubs were upset.
In state class AAAA play,
number-one ranked Ashland
blanked Hazard 29-0. Owens-
boro, the number two team in
state four-A standings, nipped
Owensboro Catholic 13-7 but
third-rated Lexington Henry
Clay was an upset victim at the
hands of cross-town rival Lex-
ington Bryan Station by a 28-0
score.
Bowling Green, which had
shared the number three rating
with Lexington Henry Clay,
was winning over Glasgow 24-
12. Fifth-ranked Lexington
Tates Creek defeated Danville
28-14.
In Jefferson County class
AAAA action, top-ranked Bish-
op David shut out Male 14-0 as
Audie Milliner plunged over
from the one-yard line in the
second quarter and Phil Min-
gue hit Bobby Morris with a 22-
yard touchdown pass in the
third period to account for the
scoring. Milliner added both ex-
tra points.
Third-ranked Trinity and
fourth-rated Fairdale were win-
ners, while second-ranked St.
Xavier and number five, De-
Sales, did not play.
Trinity smashed Iroquois 48-0
and Fairdale rolled over Pleas-
ure Ridge Park 40-6.
Ft. Thomas Highlands, the
number one team in class A-
AA-AAA ratings, dumped Day-
ton 49-0 and the second and
third-rated teams also won.
Elizabethtown, ranked num-
ber two, defeated Meade Coun-
ty 12-0 and third-rated Middles-
boro scored a 42-20 victory over
Cumberland. '
Newport Catholic, rated
fourth in A-AA-AAA standings,






MOVING ON - Lindsey Hudspeth seems to be all determination as he takes off down the field. Hud•
speth scored on o 68- yard run forthe one of the Tiger touchdowns in the contest.
(Staff Photos by Barr Drew)
overtime loss to ninth-ranked
Shelby County. The fifth-rated
team in non-four-A powers,
Frankfort, beat Bardstown 26-0,
number six, Erlanger Lloyd,
was upset by Boone County 6-0,
but number seven, Scott Coun-
ty, eighth-ranked Mayfield and
number ten Raceland were win-
ners.
Scott County defeated Clark
County 27-13, Mayfield won
over Nashville North (Tenn.)
21-6 and Raceland was an easy
winner over Fairview 42-7.
Kentucky High
School Football
Boyle Co 14, Washington Co. 6
Butler CO. 36, Todd Co. Central 12
Conner 35, Covington Holmes 22
Lex. Tates Creek 211, Danville 14
NeLson Co. 19, Grayson Co. 6
Cawood 60, Leslie Co 0
Lou. Central? Lou Shawnee 6
Ft. Campbell 34, Montgomery Co Tenn.)
0
Louisa 20, Morgan Co 6
Elkhorn City 40, Mullins 6
Russell Co. 37, Adair Co. 8
South Fulton (Tenn 6. Ballard Memorial
0
Taylor Co. 47, Clinton Co. 7
Johns Creek 28, Virgie 6
Whitesburg 19, M C. Napier 0
Whitley Co. 13, Williamsburg 6
Lou. Bishop David 14, Lou. Male 0
Newport*, Covington Catholic 0
Jeff. Durrett 7. Jeff. Valley 6
Todd Co. 12, Butler Co 6
Ftekiland 19, Murray 14
Hopkinsville 27, Henderson 0
Franklin-Simpson 58. Russellville 7
LOU. Bishop David 14, Lou_ Male°
Boyle Co. 14, Washington Co 6
Everts 13. Harlan 2
Frankfort 26, Bardstown 0
Bellevue 8, Mount Sterling 8
Fort Thomas Highlands 49, Dayton 0
Larue Co. 40, Hart Co 6
Nicholas Co. 40, Kentucky School for Deaf
0
Oldham Co. 6. Marion Co 0
Tompkinsville 14. Barren Co. 0
Lou Seneca 24. Lou Atherton 7
Jeff. Southern 16. lou Moore 6
Anderson Co 7. Woodford Co 6
tt Central 13, Emlnence 8
rdin 27, Breckinridge Co 8
Cal ell Co. 34, Marshall Co 8
Wayne Co. 7, Estill Co 6
Maysville 77, East Carter 8
Edmonson Co. 54, Caverns 8
Jeffersontown 16, Westport 0
Franklin Co 10, Madison Central?
Elizabethtown 12, Meade Co 0
Garrard Co 24, Casey Co 0
Green Co 7, Campbellsville 0
Lou. Butler 16, Jeff . Eastern 0
Fairdale 40, Pleasure Ridge Park 6
Jeff . Western 14, Jeff Waggener 7
Ft Knox 13, North Hardin 7
Lex. Bryan Station 28.1RX Henry Clay 0
Union Co 14, Madisonville 8
Lincoln Co. 40. Rockcastle County
-Fzdtairelty19, flittrin CiS
Paducah TIlfhman 34, Lone Oak 0
`I-Menden ( 43. 20. Wetater Co 0
South Fulton ) Tenn 6, Ballard Memorial
0
Heath 27, Trigg Co. 7
McLean Co 14. Gamaliel 12
Davies° Co. 19, Ohio Co. 6
Owensboro 14, Owensboro Catholic?, Todd
Co 12, Butler Co 6
Caldwell Co 34. Marshall Co 8
laurel Cc 46, Lynn Camp!'
Belfry 13. Russell 9
leans Co. 20. West Carter 0
Franklin Co 10, Madison Central 7
Scott Co. 27, Clark Co. 13
Middlesboro 42, Cumberland 20
Harrodsburg 26. Jessamine ('o 6
Warren Central 7, Allen to Scottsville 0
Raceland 42, Ashland Fairview 7
Mayfield 21, Nashville Tenn ) North 6
Newport 46, Covington Catholic 0
Boone Co 6, Erlanger 1Joyd 0
I (allow 14. Dixie Heights 7
Frankfort 26. Bardstown 0
Shelby Co. 22. Newport Catholic 200T
Bowling Green 24, Glasgow 12
Tompkinsville 14. Barren Co 0
Ashland 29, Hazard 0
Boyd co 10. 1 exington I afayette 7
Pikeville N. Prestonsburo 6
Carroll Co 26, Ffriurlxin Co 0
Corbin 26. Pineville 0 !
Paris 21. Harrison Co 7
Kentucky Country IV)! 6, Henry Co. 0 •
Mawr" Centrai 31. Breathitt CO.
I exington Sayre 14. Mercer Co 0
I .)nch 3, Paintsville 0
funny things that weren't so
funny to Murray High began to
happen.
Tony Hayden, a galloping
fullback for the 'Hounds, took
the kickoff after the Tiger
touchdown and nearly scored
one himself. After 49 yards, he
was finally brought down on the
Murray 32.
Four plays later, rtuiningback
Bruce Austin swept around left
end from three yards out and
the game was tied, after the
PAT was added by Gregg
Edgmon.
It got funnier.
Grogan had a pass in-
tercepted. The Tiger defense
held. Oh, another bad thing.
After the defense held, Murray
was called for a 15-yarder for a
personal foul. That was 15 of the
83 yards the Tigers were
penalized.
So the 'Hounds got the ball
back on the Murray 25. Four
plays later, quarterback David
Powell floated a balloon to the
versatile Austin in the encizone
for another TD which made it
13-7.
Murray came close once.
They got down to the Reidland
10 and had a first and goal to go.
But on the next play, the foot-
ball was gone as another fumble
killed a driver-
With 7:56 left in ghe game,
Reidland prematurely iced its
cake. After yet another Tiger
fumble, the Greyhounds used a.
31-yard pass and a two-yard
plunge by Austin to go ahead 19-
7.
A lot of fans left, thinking that
was the end.
But with 2:56 left in the
contest, Reidland was getting
ready to punt. They punted but
weren't ready as linebacker
Tony Boone flew threw the
middle, blocked the punt on the
six and rolled on into the end-
zone for a TD. Lane hit the PAT
and Murray trailed 19-14.
An on-side kick. Everybody
knew it and it came. And
Murray recovered the ball as
Eddie Rollins pounced on the
swine-skin.
Three plays later and the
Tigers fumbled away the ball.
One play later and Reidland
fumbled the ball with Boone
making the recovery.
Three plays later at midfield,
the Tigers fur ibled the ball and
that was that
The worst th ng about the loss
for the Tigers was that it was a
District Class AA game. And
that's the ones you gotta win to
have a shot at Lie playoffs.
Coaching the offense for
Reidland was Don Shelton,
former Murray State coach and
a big Tiger fan over the past few
years.
"I've been in the game for a
long time and I don't guess I've
ever had a sweeter win than this
one," Shelton said ' •
"We never really got after
them until the third quarter,"
Shelton said. Actually, it looked
like the Greyhounds were after
the Tigers all night. And they
did a pretty country fair job of it
too.
For the record, Murray High
had 161 yards on the ground and
26 in the air for a total of 187.
Reidland had 37 on the ground,
minus four the last half; 94 in
the air and a total of 131.
Hudspeth had 135 yards on the
ground for the Tigers.
"There were two big turning
points," Tiger coach Hine said.
"Allowing them, to return the
kickoff to open the second half
and then the fumble in the last
minute.
"We're not through I
guarantee it. If the people in
Murray think we're gonna lay
down, they're wrong. We're
going to improve tremen-
dously."
The 'first chance for the 0-1
Tigers to improve will come in
Holland Stadium next Friday
when they host Henry County.
Meanwhile, Reidland, 2-0 on the
year,.-lo at Trigg County.




Support Local 1068 UAW
in their efforts to gain






If you and your neighbor
liknitungs-peeeeftt+, then
you'll both like the 1975




a spec al new hood
design and a heavier-
than-ever duty muffler
means a minimum of
noise. Under the hood is
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Chris Evert, Evonne Goolagong
To Clash For U.S. Open Title
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. ( AP)
— There will never be another
Billie Jean King. Her flair and
fortitude have made her a ten-
nis force that won't soon be for-
gotten.
But today's title match in the
U.S. Open Championships be-
tween top-seeded Chris Evert
and No. 4 Evonne Goolagong is
considered the test to tell who
will pick up the mantle Ms.
King, last year's winner, dis-
carded at age 31 after winning
Wimbledon six times and For-
est Hills four—the two tourna-
ments that make queens and
kings of commoners in a sport
once reserved for royalty.
The men's reign, because of
the tremendous depth of talent,
is more tentative.
In today's semifinals, defend-
ing champion Jimmy Connors
is favored over fifth-seeded
Bjorn Borg, but it is a toss-up
between Spain's Manuel
Orantes, seeded third, and Ar-
gentina's Guillermo Vilas, seed-
ed second.
Miss Evert, who for three
years was America's teen-age
princess in tennis shoes, at age
20 has a slight edge over an
elder but more erratic Miss
Goolagong.
"I think both of us know we
have a chance of beating each
other," Evonne said of their
chase for the $25,000 first prize
from a record total purse of
$309,430. "I can't let her get me
into the groove_ of fiddling'. 
aroundwith the ball. I can't let
her make me play her game.
"I have to control my own
pace."
Admittedly, Miss Goolagong
has the statistical edge in the
two tournaments that count.
She was once a winner and
twice a runner-up at Wimble-
don and twice a runner-up at
Forest Hills. Miss Evert's best
showing is once a winner and
once a runner-up at Wimbledon
but never before past the semi-
finals at Forest Hills.
However, in Evert-Goolagong
career meetings, Chris leads
Evvonne 11-9. Their historic
first meeting was in the 1972
Wimbledon semifinals when
Miss Goolagong won in three
sets. In the semifinals here last
year, Evonne prevailed over
Chris 6-0, 6-7, 6-3 in a two-day
rain-delayed thriller.
But both of those big ones




NEW YORK — Negotiations
are underway for a title de-
fense between Muhammad Ali
and an unnamed opponent to be
held in Germany early next
year, if All beats Joe Frazier in
Manila on Oct. 1.
AUTO RACING
MONZA, Italy — Austrian
driver Nikki Lauda, driving a
Ferrari, turned in a record
time of over 138 miles per hour
on the first day of official trials
for the Grand Prix of Italy.
POOLE, England — Britisher
John Watson was signed to
drive for American Roger
.Penske An. the U.S.,.Graed-• Prim




Steve Wales of Marblehead;
Mass., retained his title in the
International One Design World
Yacht Championships.
LA ROCHELLE, France —
Joan and Art Elks of Westport,
Comm., won the fireball class
world sailing championship.
playini on-Clay, the surface of
the fliture, and Miss Evert,
whipped Miss Goolagong on the
powdery stuff 6-1, 6-1 in Florida
earlier this year.
In addition, Miss Evert has
not lost a match, or a tourna-
ment, on clay in more than two
years, when Miss Goolagong
beat het 6-2, 7-5 in Cincinnati.
Going into today's final, Miss
Evert has won 16 tournaments
and 83 matches on clay.
Her latest triumph was Fri-
day when she eliminated her
doubles partner, Martina Nav-
ratilova, 6-4, 6-4 after the third-
seeded Czechoslovakian was
rattled by a questionable line
call when she led 4-3 in the sec-
ond set. The call was not re-
versed even though the line-
sman walked over to look at
the mark left by the ball.
In the other women's semi-
final, Miss Goolagong, the
24-year-old Australian,
struggled to a 7-5 first-set
victory over former champion
Virginia Wade and then cruised
past the No. 2 seed from Britain
6-1 in the second.
FADING BACK —Tiger quarterback Todd Harrison fades back for
a pass white receiver Barry Wells (80) seems to be shouting that
he's in the open. The Tigers dropped the contest to Reidland 19-14.
Schroeder, An Early Quitter,
Regains Touch In Southern
Veteran John Schroeder, who
quit the pro golf tour in disgust
two months ago, has regained
his confidence and touch in'two
short days after becoming the
leader in the $100,000 Southern
Open Golf Tournament.
"Nobody can catch me if I
continue putting the way I have
*for these two days," said the
29-year-old Schroeder after his
66 Friday gave him a nine-un-
CRUNCH — Fallback Jesse Ladd of Reidland gets the crunch applied to him as Donnie Winchester (64)and Pat McMillen (76) make the hits Ladd picked up several short gainers for Reidland in the final periodof the contest.
(Stuff notes by awry Drew)
Mets Stop Cardinals;.
Cubs And Phils Split
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Mike Vail of the New York
Mets and Andy Thornton of the.
Chicago Cubs each had a score
to settle.
Vail used to be the property
of the St. Louis Cardinals While
the Philadelphia Phillies used
to sign Thornton's paychecks.
But after five years with those
organizations, Vail and Thorn-
ton were sent packing. Their.
services were no longer needed.
Friday night, Vail and Thorn-
ton got opportunities to say "I
told you so" to their old em-
ployers and they spoke loudly
• with their bats.
Vail had a two-run homer
and an RBI single in leadifig
the Mets over the Cardinals 5-2
and Thornton smashed a three-
,run hornet in the Cubs' 4-3
first-game victory over the
Phillies. Philadelphia won the
second game 6-3.
Elsewhere in the National
League East, the Pittsburgh Pi-
rates split a twi-night double-
header with the Montreal
Expos, losing the opener 4-3 in
10 innings but winning the sec-
ond game 5-2. The Pirates now
lead the Phillies by five games
and the Mets and Cardinals by
5'2 games in the NI, East.
In the NI. West the Cincinnati
Reds beat the San Francisco
Giants 4-3 and lowered their
magic number for clinching the
division title to four games; the
Los Angeles Dodgers trimmed
the Atlanta Braves 5-2, and the
Houston Astros edged the San
Diego Padres 2-1.
Pirates 3-5. Expos 4-2
It didn't take much genius to
push the Expos' winning krun
across in the 10th inning of the
first game. Pittsburgh reliever
Kent surrendered four walks,
two intentional; and with only
four bases, the Iasi- one meant
victory for the Expos.
In the nightcap, Willie Star-
gell smashed his 21st home run
of the season to give Pittsburgh
the split.
Reds 4, Giants 3
Pete Rose reached a railel
stone and (7esar Geronimo got
a lot of mileage out of a ground
single as. the Reds took another
step toward the division flag.
Any combi9ation of Cincinnati
victories and Los Angeles loss-
es adding to four will end one
of baseball's most lopsided
races.
Rose, appearing in his 2,000th
game, slammed a two-run
homer and Geronimo legged
out a single to deep short that
glanced from third baseman
Bruce Miller to shortstop John-
nie Lemaster, whose throw just
missed catching Geronimo, as
the winning run was crossing
the plate.
"Sometimes you have to be
lucky," Geronimo said.
Dodgers 5. Braves 2
Burt Hooton scattered eight
hits for his ninth straight victo-
ry and Lee lacy and Steve
Yeager walloped two-run
homers for the Dodgers.
Hooton, 15-9:struck out eight
and walked just one as he set a
NI. high for consecutive vic-
tories this season. Astros 2,
1 - Padres I
Cesar C.edeno led off the
eighth_Asith a bunt single,
moved to second on a bunt,
took third on en infield error
and raced home with the win-
ning run on Enos Cabell's
ground ball
6
Red Sox Fall To Brewers 6-2;
Baltimore Now 61/2 Games Back
By' KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
You don't have to wind up
the Pete Broberg doll. It works
better the other way.
Since he changed his motion
to a no-windup delivery, the
right-hander has been deliv-
ering better for the Milwaukee
Brewers. Friday night, he
pitched a 6-2 victory over the
Boston Red Sox.
"The change in motion seems
to have helped him make fewer
mistakes in his delivery and
that has heiped his control,"
said Boston's Rico Petrocelli.
"With his velocity, his ball
moves and it's tough to hit the
ball off him.
Broberg adopted his new mo-
tion after consultation with the
Milwaukee coaching staff.
Before Friday night's six-hit-
ter against the American
League's East leaders, Broberg
had three complete games and
an excellent 2.81 earned run av-
erage in his four starts since
adopting the new delivery.
The victory slowed Boston's
pennant express, cutting the
Red Sox' lead over the Balti-
more Orioles to 6' 2 games. The
Orioles cut into Boston's big
lead by taking a doubleheader
from the New York Yankees, 54
and 2-1.
In the other _American
League games, the Detroit Ti-
gers bombed the Cleveland In-
dians 11-2; the Chicago White
Sox checked the Minnesota
Iwrn the -1CliTisIts
Royals beat the California An-
gels 5-2, and the Texas Rangers
whipped the Oakland A's 4-2.
Sixto Lezcano's two-run
homer capped a three-run first
inning for Milwaukee and Bro-
berg took care of the Test. Carl
Yastrzemski singled home a
first-inning run for the Red Sox
and Fred Lynn followed with a
single, but then Broberg, 12-13,
retired 18 consecutive batters.
Orioles 5-2, Yankees 4-1
Al Bumbry drove in two runs
and Ken Singleton belted a solo
homer, leading Baltimore's
first-game victory over New
York. Doug Decinces' tie-break-
ing single in the eighth inning
11€.tqltr in o-sfiar
edge for the $20,000 first prize
entering today's third round.
"I'm going to be nervous
since I haven't been in this po-
sition in quite a while," said
the smiling Schroeder.
The six-year veteran of the
tour captuted the U.S. Match
Play Tournament two years
ago for his only triumph.
He also led this tournament
in 1973 after the second round
but faded on the final day to
eighth place.
"I've done it before and that
-has To help me over the week-
end," said the son of former
tennis great Ted Schroeder. He
noted he hasn't earned a cent
on the tout since mid-May.
"I just wasn't enjoying it
anymore," said Schroeder ex-
plaining why he abruptly quit
the tour to take a six-week va-
cation before returning three
weeks ago.
"It just wasn't fun anymore.
I just didn't want to go to work
anymore so I went home," he
said. "I took pictures of myself
swinging and slowly put my
game back together again."
The resident of La Jolla, Ca-
lif., who had earned less than
$14,000 before his vacation, was
fortunate even to make it into
this tournament.
He had to qualify Tuesday
and barely made it after a
playoff.
Schroeder, who had an open-
ing-round 65, called his play
Friday beautiful.
He closed with a flourish over
the par-70, 6,971-yard Green
Island Country Club course,
birdying his final three holes.
In second place was tour
rookie Alan Tapie, who shot a
66-133.
A pair of Birmingham bud-
dies, Hubert Green and Mac
McLendon, the co-leader Thurs-
day with Schroeder, was anoth-
,_er stroke back at 134. Gresol
fired a 66 and McLendon. a 69
Pony League Team
Hosted To Banqueted
The Pony league All-Star
team from Murray held its
banquet and a swim party
Thursday evening at the
Murray Country Club.
Trophies were presented to
members of the team and to the
coaches, Doug Baker and Mike
Hobble.
The Murray All-Stars won the
State Championship this year
before being eliminated in
Regional play at Calvert City t)
Lafayette, Ind.
The Pony League wishes to
express its appreciation to the





Max Walker of the Oaks
Country Club scored a hole-in-
one Monday at the Oaks.
He scored the hole-in-one on
the number six hole, which is
200-yards long. Walker used a
five-wood
Playing with him were
Murrelle Walker, Charles
Caldwell and Essie Caldwell
Defending champion Forrest
Fezler managed a 71-144 and
just barely made the cut. For-
mer Masters champion Tommy
Aaron had the day's. best
round, 64, and was at 141.
Many of golf's top names are
not entered here. Jack Nick-
laus, Tom Weiskopf, Tom Wat-
son, and Lou Graham, the win-
ners of the season's major tour-
naments, were competing in
the World Series of Golf at Ak-
ron, Ohio, over the weekend.
BASEBALL
STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
American League
EastW L Pct GB
Boston 
Balt,more 7862 6543 54874 6
New York 70 70 500 13
DeCletvroea. nd 6.4 70 478 16
Milwaukee 61 79 436 22
54 84 391 28
West
xica
Chicago 67 73 479 16 
82 56 594
Kansas CI' y 77 61 558 5
.
69 72 489 14'
Minnesota 65 71 478 16
California 6,4 76 .457 19Fncia
y's Games 
Baltimore 5 2, New York A 1
Detroit 11, Cleveland 2
Milwaukee 4, Boston 2
Chicago 3, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 5, California 2
Texas 4, Oakland 2
Saturday's Games
Detroit (Lemanczyk 2 41 at
Cleveland (Eckersley 10-51
Boston (Moret 11-3) at Mil
wanudkee (Travers 5-8)
Texas (Jenkins- 46.44) at Oak
la
51 
(Siebert 3-4 or Bosman 8
New York (Dobson 1114) at
Baltimore (Cuellar 14-10), (n)
Kansas City (Littell 0-1 and
Bird 9 5) at California (Tanana
14-6 and Singer 7 131, 2, (n)
Minnesota (Blyleven 14-61 at
Chicago (Osteen 7 131, (n)
Sunday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland, 2
New York at Baltimore
Boston at Milwaukee, 2
Minnesota at Chicago
Kansas City at California





74 66 529 5
6L0 P56c t5. Go
New York 73 66 525 5' 2
S. Louis
Chicago 
73 66 525 5' 2
Montreal 
65 76 461 14, ,
.61 77 447 17
WCincinnati 9e3s t 47 664
Los Angeles 75 66 532 18'.
SFrn,aF ancisco 70 70 500 23




61 80 443 32'
54 89 180 .30
Friday's Results
Chicago 4 3, Philadelphia 1 6
Montreal 4 2. Pittsburgh 1 s
Los Angeles S. Atlanta 2
Cincinna1j-4;--5an -r-raerc-ivn 3
New York 5. S• Louis 7
Houston 2, San Diagn I
Saturday's Games -
St. LOUIS (Forsch 139) a'
New York (Koosman 11 121
San Francisco Halicki 9 111
at Cincinnati (Billingham 14 7),
(n)
LonstaAn(gEealsester(lySu7o8). n)n 1(612,A,ie
Chicago (Stone 11 71 at Phila
rielphia (Christenson 951, In)
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 7 5)
at Montreal (Rogers 10 10).• In)
San' Diego (Strom 51 atHouston (konieczny.6021. (n)
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia
St Louis at New York
Los Angefes -af'.klanta
San Francisco at Cincinna'.
Pittsburgh at Montreal
San Diego at HOLIStUn
GENERAL
TALI AHASSEE, Fla. Flor-
ida State's athletic program
lia.ts been removed from NCAA
nonsanctioned probation.
' MIAMI LAKE-S, Fla. - Jock-
ey Alfred Robertson, whose
mounts won 29 stakes races
during the late 1930s and early
1940s, died at the age of 63.
led Baltimore's triumph in the
second game.
Tigers 11, Indians 2
A three-run double by Dan
Meyer and Willie Horton's 22nd
home run keyed a seven-run
fifth inning, leading Detroit
over Cleveland. Horton later
added a two-run homer as the
Tigers padded their lead in the
ninth.
_
White Sox 3, Twlie
Bucky Dent' wind-blown fly
ball dropped into left field for a
two-run triple in the fifth inning
and helped Wilbur Wood and
Chicago beat Minnesota.
Royals 5, Angels 2
George Brett and Al Cowens
hit run-scoring singles in the
eighth inning, triggering Kan-
sas City over California. Brett
ripped five hits and knocked in
four runs.
Rangers 4, A's 2
Roy Smalley's run-scoring
single capped a three-run rally
In the ninth inning, carrying
Texas over Oakland. The loss
cut Oakland's lead to five
games over Kansas City in the
West.
Stabler Hurls Raiders To
31-20 Victory Over Dallas
DALLAS (AP) — Oakland
Coach John Madden may have
established a new world record
for understatements in the
wake of quarterback Kenny
Stabler's devastation of the
Dallas Cowboys Friday night.
All Stabler did was complete
six of eight passes for 171 Yards
and two touchdowns in a 31-20
National Football League rout
of the Cowboys to keep Oakland
one of the two remaining un-
beaten teams in preseason.
The deadly lefty has now
;thrnsensesma touehdown passes
in the •exhibition season and
completed more than 65 per
cent of his attempts. He hasn't
thrown an Interception.
Madden said after Stabler
had played just a half against
Dallas in the nationally tele-
vised game, "Kenny is improv-
ing._ This is his first year
when he has had a full training
camp.... We look for great
things from him this year."
Madden added, "This is prob-
ably the best we've played in
the preseason."
Stabler got Oakland out to a
21-0 second quarter lead. He
rifled a 49-yard pass to Cliff
Po ft.
Branch to set up Clarence
Davis' two-yard scoring plunge
and followed that act with a
30-yard shot to Branch for a
touchdown and a 53-yard scor-
ing toss to Charlie Smith.
Dallas, now 1-4 in preseason,
Tallied on Charles Young's one-
yard touchdown plunge and his
16-yard reception of a touch-
down pass from Roger Stau-
bach.
With Stabler resting on the
sidelines, George Blanda kicked
a 40-yard field goal and Pete
Banaszak. bolted 10 iards.for a.. _
touchdown to clinch Oakland's
fifth victory.
Dallas could answer in the
second half with only rookie
Scqtt Laidlaw's two-yard, scor-
ing run.
Dallas Coach Tom Landry
admitted, "Oakland is ready to
start the season. They have
been ever since the preseason
started and they should certain-
ly battle Pittsburgh in the
American Football Conference
Oakland closes the preseason
against Los Angeles next
Thursday night, while Dallas
meets defending Super Bowl
champion Pittsburgh in Texas
Stadium Sept. 13.
Put Insulation Between
You and High Heat Bills.
Insulation slows the movement of haat: With in-
sulation in your home, heat is slow to escape. Less energy
is required to maintain the temperature.
We recommend six or more inches over the ceiling
at least two inches with vapor barrier under the floor
. . . and, when building or remodeliwg,•Vi Tikheis
vapor barrier in the outside walls.
If you ore concerned about the rising cost of energy,
we urge you to install insulation. It is the single most im-
portant step you can take in conserving energy, summer,
winter, year-round.
Eleciricity
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John Ed. Scott, 714 West
Main St., Murray, Ken-
tucky, Adm.
Edna Clark, Dec'd,





Route 5, Murray, Ky.,
Adm.
Katie Potts, Dec'd, D. M.











claims against said estate
are notified to present
them to the Administrator
or Executors verified
according to law, same to
be presented to said
Administrator or
Executors in due course
of law.
This 4 day of September,
1975.
Marvin Harris, Clerk





Circuit Court Bank of
Murray Plaintiff, versus




By virtue if a jdgrnent
and order of salk of the
Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the Sep
tember 6th Term thereo
1975, in the above ca ,





interest at the rate of 88
cents per day from the
18th day of March 1974,
until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of
Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public
auction on the 22nd day of
September 19'75, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit
of six months, the
following described
property, to-wit:
A tract of land situated in
the County of Calloway,
State of Kentucky, Sec-
tion 2, Township 2, Range
4 East and being more
particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at an iron pipe
located on the West right-
of-way of U.S. 641, said
point being located on a
transition from a 90-foot
right-of-way to an 80-foot
right-of-way; thence
South 10 degrees GO
minutes 00 seconds West
(passing through a wit-
ness pin .at 214.67 feet)
224.67 feet; thence North
79 degrees 49 minutes 20
seconds West 173.88 feet
to an iron pipe; thence
North 9 degrees 9 minutes
59 seconds East 181.91 feet
to an iron pipe; thence
North 86 degrees 32




Jeffrey D. Teitloff and
wife, Jacqueline Teitloff,
obtained title to the
above-described property
by deed from Gene A.
Hill, et ux, date October 8,
1973 and recorded on
Microfilm in Book 153,
Card 6 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
For the purchase price,
the purchaser must




from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be prepared
















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need 'Axle ... 753-NEED







Approximately 12,000 sq tt M
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342
IF YOU, have a burden, let




LATEX HOUSE paint sale.
Two gallons for $14.95.












To Jim Albritten or
Bob W. Miller Route 2
Hazel, Ky., by Sep-
tember 15. Plots for
which no donation has
been received wit! no









is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
3. Card Of Thanks
'WE WISI éiess Our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness and syrivathy
extended to us following
the death of our husband,
father, and grandfather,
Lisha W. Wallace.
Special thanks to the
donors of food and
flowers, the consoling
words of Rev. William
McKinney, and the ser-
vices of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home, and the










Streets of Kozel, Ky.
Square Donctng on( Music
by the Brandon Bros
Cores aed lave a mkt line.
Erman velour
5 Lost And Found
FOUND EIGHT week old
white male kitten. Found
on MSU campus. Hit by
car and injured. Contact
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.
8 MONTH OLD female,
black and brown terrier
strayed from Shady Oaks
Trailer Park on Saturday.
Answers to the name of
Smoky, and there's a
reward. Please call 753-
8608.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver





in the ordering and sale of
automotive parts, ex-
cellent conditions, fringe
beriefits. Send resume to
Box 382 Murray.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
_ _10:30-5 pan. Apply in
person Yellow Sub, 1301
Main after 5 p.m.
HOSTESS FOR Watkins

























































I KNEW it LJOV-0
HAPPEN NIS KNEES
AE 5TAIZTiN6 TO 60'
•
JUST' TH I NK HOW zor2a?
SICK TM GOING AN















IF YIDU BOUGHT EVERYTIONG





OPE QUICK 1. 01<-_,‹
PERMANENT POSITION
for mature person who
can operate machinery
and occasionally drive
small trucks on local
deliveries. Send name,




free. House type con-
structed. Free delivery.
Built on treated skids.
Many in stock. Any size
built to order. See to
appreciate. On Hicks
Cemetery Road. One mile




any type of business or
teal estate. Call Mrs.
Roberts, 404-455-1668.
12. Insurance
MOBILE HOME and home
owners insurance at low
rates. Joe Sledd In-
surance agency, 753-1408.
HEALTH, LIFE-, burial, up
to $2000.00. 'Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
15. Articles For Sale
COLLECTION OF




$12.00 a rick, delivered.
Call 753-9618.
WHITE KNIT fabric 350
... yards. 50 cents per yard.
Call 753-5281 after 6 p.m.
EIGHT TRACK pioneer








china, coins, and supplies.
10 to 25 per cent off this
week only. Murray Coin
and Antique Shop, op-
posite bus station, 108 N.
6th Street. Call 753-0140_





14. Want To Buy
USED REFRIGERATOR
and electric stove. Call
persistantly, 753-9554.
USED SPENET-Console.
Piano, in good condition.
Call Lorene Shelley 901-
642-2641 days.
QUILTS OR quilt tops in
repairable condition. Also
quilters needed. Call 753-
5620
VENE4R LOGS wanted,
White oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will bay standing,
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3.54-4440.
40 FT. T.V. Tower. 10 dozen
used bricks. Call 753-6508.
TRAILER, big block
Chevy headers, also two 8
inch rocket wheels and 2
slotted chrome wheels.
All in excellent shape.
Also beagle pups for sale,
$18.00 each. Phone 753-
6086 weekdays or see Alan
Polk.
MOTORCYCLE TRAILER
big block Chevy headers,
also two 8 inch rocket
wheels and 2 slotted
chrome wheels. All in
excellent shape. Also
beagle pups for sale,
$10.00 each. Phone 753-
6086 weekdays or see Alan
Polk.
29 GALLON aquarium, all
accessories, plus stand.
$60.00. Also like new
tricycle, $8.00. Call 753-
6918 after 6 p.m.
SCHAEFER CLUTCH.
Pressure plate and fly
wheel. $75.00. Aluminum




lawns, serviced, ready to
work, cheap. Call 753-3202
evenings.
15,000 BTU air conditioner.
Two 40" electric ranges.
Call 753-4353 after 1 p.m.
15. Articles For Sale




automatic 360 V-8 engine,
steel belted radials,
Phone 1-354-6392 or 753-
9807.
16 Home Furnishings
KENMORE GAS dryer. 700
series. Avacado. Call 753-
9866 after 5 p.m.
CHEST TYPE freezer for
sale. Good condition. Call
753-9276.
SOFA AND chair. Call 753-
5597.
FULL SIZE mattress and
box springs. Three pair
Burlington House drapes.
$75.00. Call 492-8296 after
4:30.
1910 MARER Dressing
table and bed, original
decals and finish in ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
2537.
ALMOST NEW Jamison
box springs, mattress and
frame. Call 753-6223 or
753-5246.
HOUSE FULL of furniture,
Moving-must sell. Living
room set, two bedroom,
kitchen appliances, Norge
washer and dryer, deep
freeze, sewing machine,
student &sit:- aff -con-
ditioner, miscellaneous.
All priced to sell. Call 753-
3861.
TWO DRAWER desk with




tember Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
KIRBY VACUUM Cleaner.
Used 10 months. Call 489-
2214.
ELECTROLUX SALES
















Prices will be higher
next spring.







paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. '1" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3,25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
fool. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot. I auin and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.









JUST LIKE new Futura II
model 920 Singer
machine. Not a year old.
Life time guarantee on
parts. Two years on
motor. Reasonable price.
Call 753-4573 or see at 69
Riviera Cts.
19 Farm Equipment
200 CASE Bailer, new
headers and rake and
crimper. In good con-
dition. ('all 489-2498.
430 CASE farm tractor,
bush hog and blade. Call
1-354-6392 or 753-9807.
06 CATERPILLAR Dozer,
good condition. Call 1-354-
6392 or 753-9807.










JOHN DEERE 45 Square
back combine, with both
headers. In good con-
dition. Call 474-2337.
20 Sports Equipment
GIRLS 10 speed bicycle,
rebuilt, like new. Call 753-
8564.
n' CRUISER, with 150
h.p. Mercruiser drive.













trailer; rigged for bass.
Call 753-6878 or 753-1688.
$900.00.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power






amps, good shape. Call
753-8564.
OLDS TROMBONE, $75.00.




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
16'60 AMP Electric service
pole,• complete. Call 753-
0870.
WOOD HEATERS,
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
TWO YEAR old, 1/2 HP
deep well pump complete.
Also Honey extractor.
Call 753-4091
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
'53-0870.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1971 12 x 60 Fleetwood, air
conditioner, couch and
chair, curtains, dining
room set, gas range, GE
refrigerator, bath and
half, 2 bedroom, new
carpet, underpinning. See
at 69 Riviera or call 753,-






EXTRA NICE 1972 Mobile
home, 12 x 64. Two
bedroom, two baths, with
air and underpinning.
$5200. Can rent lot if
desired. Call 489-2440.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8228.
28. Heating & Cooling
FOR SALE Fedders 220 air
conditioner, just like new
$100.00. Call 753-8200.
29 Mobile Horne Rentals
12 ti 65, 3 bedroom, 2 baths
Call 767-2352 after 5.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
partially furnished. About
31-2 miles east of Murray.





big porch, good condition.








3 bedroom, bath and half,
more extras. For in-
formation call 753-7791 or
_.7534190.
THREE BEDROOM,
central heat and air.




Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces





_heat air compressor and
2‘hoist furnished. Phone
753-3018.
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor
Mobile Home, 3 bedroom,







12 x 60, 1972 Schultz mobile
home, 2 bedroom, den,
living room, central heat





1975 MOBILE home 12 k 60
Baywood, wall to wall
carpet. See at Fox
Meadows. Phone 753-5603
1973, 12 x 60, all electric,
central heat and air, with
service pole, steps and
porch. Call 435-4537 after 5
For lease or Rent
Office or Business
Building




31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR house in
the country with garden
space available. Can fix
up if necessary. Please
call collect 314-291-3522
after 5 p.m.
32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All








close to downtown for one




White Hall $105.00 per
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furnished 1 or 2 bedroom,
laundrymat Grocery
store, pool on premises,




FURNISHED AP ART •




34 Houses For Rent
38. Pets Supplies
REGISTERED female St.
Bernard, 8 weeks old,
$60.00 each. Call Far-
mington, 345-2567.
40 Produce
ALL APPLES $4.00 bushel
at the shed. Brown
Tucker, Landfill Road.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 416 North
8th. Furniture, some new
some old. Clothes, games,
- bicycles, electric trolling
motor, and
miscellaneous. Saturday




September 6, 8 a.m. to 12
pi- ;ix party. Good used
clothes, plan' and
housewares.
TWO BEDROOM house CARPORT SALE Saturday
South 11th. Call 753.1836. all day, 1617 Catalina
Drive.
37. Livestock Supplies
FOR SALE corn fed beef.





- • 971). Plymouth -Dilater .



















Saturday, September 6 8-
5:30. At 1304 South 16th.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
September 6. 805 Sunny




A VERY attractive 2 story
home, now being used as
a duplex, could be just as
well used as a spacious
home with 5 bedrooms,
den, 3 baths, all built-ins
in kitchen, central heat
and air, large entry foyer,
if you need a very nice
home only 1 year old. Call
for an appointment at
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
FOR $12,500 we have this
neat, compact, 3
bedroom, 1 bath, brick
veneer home in nice quiet
neighborhood. This home
has electric heat, car-
peting, single carport on
100 x 150 lot. Contact
Boyd-Majors Real Estate,
105 North 12th or call 753-
8080.
Need Capable People
to fill positions in food preparation. Kitchen work
and waitresses, day time work.
Apply in person
Monday through Friday, 4-5 p.m.
Seven Seas Restaurant
641 North, Murray, Ky.
43.R te
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
have local and out of state
buyers and handle
property of all kinds, in
both Kentucky and
Tennessee. We need your
listings now. Home




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
OWNER TRANSFERRED. Make offer. 3 bedroom,
2 baths, living room, dining room, large country kit-
chen, sunken den with wood burning fireplace, com-
pletely carpeted.
Open House
1:00 to 6:00 Sat. & Sun.
121 N. Opposite fair Grounds
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. these lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
the area.. Reasonably..-
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.
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6 Homes For Sale
FOR RENT: $75.00, FOR
SALE: $10,000. Two lots
and four room cottage on
Kentucky Lake. Cypress
Springs, New Concord,





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44 Lots For Sale
RESIDENTIAL LOT. 100 x
300 ft. lot on 641 South, 2
• miles from city. Call 753-
7867.
$10 DOWN AND $20 per
month will buy a large




Telephone 436-5320 or 436-
2473.
6. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick home, 2 miles from
Murray. East Y Sub-
division. Call 753-4064 or
753-3139.
SIX ROOM Brick House,
112 baths, 6 miles from
city limits. 40 x 40 garage.
10 acres of land, deep
well, 256 ft. highway
frontage. Will trade for
5560.
COLDWATER. 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
ro-nn, central air and
heat,. built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-

















3 bedroom brick house
on large, shaded, well
landscaped lot with 11>t
_bat ha, _cathedral
ceilings, large living
area with wood burning
fire place; large kitchen
with built in G.E. range
and side-by-side ref-
freezer. Enclosed car-
port and utility room.




Call 753-7940 after 5:00
p.m., Mon.-Fri.
FIVE BEDROOM home in
Benton Kentucky, family
room, two fireplaces,
corner lot, three blocks
from school and down-





brick on well lan-




some drapes, all ap-
pliances, including







LIKE NEW 1973, 450
Honda. Lots of Extras.
Also 1949 Indian Chief 74.
Excellent condition. 812
Olive.
1973 YAMAHA 350 with
extras. $600.00. Call
Otasco 753-8391 from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. or 492-8501
after 6 p.m.
1972 YAMAHA street bike.
200 c.c. Electric starter,
less than 3,000 miles, in
good condition. $475.00.
Call 7534917 -
1973 YAMAHA 500 street
bike with windshield. Call
489-2733.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1968 OLDS Station wagon.
Excellent running con-
dition. $600. Call 474-2241.
1969 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton with grain bed. Call
753-2350.
1970 TORINO good con-




will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
--front Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M. L. S.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK WITH central
heat and air. Would
consider leasing. Phone
753-6012 after 5.
BY OWNER, frame 410
South 10th Street. Nice
lot, 88,000 cash. Call 753-




split level house, 3 full
baths, fireplace in den,
formal dining and living
room, double garage, 
carpeted, built-in ap-
pliances, lots of storage.
Call 753-3903 for ap-
pointment.
1963 CHEVY 2 ton with
powerful PTO wench. 16
ft. bed, 16 ft. boom $1,595.
12,000 Pound Tamden tilt
trailer, 8975.00. Also 1959
GMC cabin chasis.
$400.00. Portable wench
on frame powered by 4
cylinder Wisconson
engine. $475.00. Call Nick,
436-2538.
1962 CHEVY 34 ton pickup.
8 ft. bed, 6 cylinder, 3
speed, nice truck. 8295.00.
1957 Chevy looks real
good, runs. 8145.00. Call
Nick, 436-2538.
1975 CHEVY Sport Van




1972 VEGA GT with hat-
chback, 4 speed. Price
81,250. Call 436-2147.
1963 CORVAIR Monza. Call
436-5624.
1967 AND 1970 Pickup
Truck. Also 1968 Old-
smobile. Call 436-5366.
1974 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo. Like new, fully
equipped. 10,000 actual
miles. Excellent con-
dition. Call 7534567 after 5
p.m.
1965 GMC 2 ton truck, 14'
bed. Also apple cider.
Phone 753-6215.
1700 AUDUBON, 3
oom 2 3baieroAriths, familyg




74. Electric start. $1,600.
Excellent condition. Call
753-6564.
1975 __YAMAHA 125 MX.
Can 436-5335 after 5:00
P.m.
1970 FORD, country sedan
wagon, all power, air,
good condition. $1,275.
Call 753-6596.
1968 MODEL 98 Old
smobile, air all power.
New tires, 39,000 miles.
Call 436-226.)
1973 DODGE Dart Spbri
318. Auto - transmission,
power steering, power
brakes, air condition.
Phone 753:9446 dafter 5.
50 Campers
SELF-CONTAINED





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, Vs mile east




Contained, full bath with
shower, gas stove, gas or
electric refrigerator,
furnace, and air con-
ditioner, electric leveling
jacks, automatic
awnings. 22' long, in
excellent condition. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4487.
1974 TRAIESTAR fold
down. Sleeps six. Includes






4 door Sedan DeVille,
local car, 10.000 miles,
extra clean, all power





David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-0123.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER. Interior or exterior
painting. Also will apply
black top sealer to
ROY HARMON'S Car-
























Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.











them easier and preven-
ting damage in the
future.





ba (*hoe work, general
hauling, bush hogging.




Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
tr rucking needs. Phone
Itirora, 354-8138 or 354-




If you plan on doing any of these cod o
bathroom is involved, you need to see...
Thornton Tile
And Marble




Tuesday, September 16, 1975 at 10:00 a. m. C. D. S. T., surplus property ac-
cumulated by the renovation of the Hotel at Kenlake State Resort Park consisting of
forty (40) or more of the following: duo-beds, bedside tables, mirrors, side chairs,
small lounge chairs, televisions ( B&W), swag lamps, overhead lights and carpets ap-
proximately 11' x 17'. Along with one (1) dining room rug (27" stitched) ap-
proximately 40' x 80', two (2) hallway runners approximately 5' x 100', large lot of
draperies, several cash registers, and other items. too numerous to mention will be
disposed of by the Department of Parks at Kenlake State Resort Park fronting on
Kentucky Highway 94 near junction of U. S. 68, south of Aurora, Kentucky, and being
approximately 15 miles northeast of Murray, Kentucky. Sale will be made to the
highest and best bidder and the Department of Parks reserves the right to reject any
bid. Terms of the sale are cash, certified check or cashiers check- For other in-
formation, please call Kenlake State Resort Park 474-2211. Inspection of Property





cleans rugs of all kinds. In
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service 500
Maple. 753-0359.
LICENSED 1- 1 t
TRICIAN -
efficient serx ice. No pa







TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning and
refrigeration, plumbing










No jobs too small. Call







Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
EXPERIENCED Elec-




grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488
THINKING OF BUILDING A
NEW NOME OR ADDING
ON TO TOUR PRESENT





290 ACRE FARM KNOWN AS 290 ACRE FARM
The Booker Hollow Farm
DIVIDED INTO
ED SMALL FARMS 11)
16.67 ACRES 19.76 ACRES 21.03 ACRES 14.68 ACRES
14.00 ACRES 16.64 ACRES 34.07 ACRES 86.06 ACRES
62.00 ACRES
AT AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 20th-10:00 a. m.
LOCATION 12 lades east of Murray Ay on Goodman Road Taunt Ifettnari del aturray•Cadu Road to Iegherey 1346 Escesa
else telersoNelittllessaay 901Mayeeld Carlo Road) 2141los horn Kentucky Lake 7 Mee Pole Koolau Resort 70 Mlles from
Mayfield • 32 tau tape Benton, Ky 40 41414s Sf oill Paducan fades from Cade 129 Mid.front  Me Ind • Auction
Searters -Rested 
SALE PROC-EDUNE: liana NM be Ned le 9 indoskaue1 dads Mervin the POP to ctlesbine any and at tracts • Pane is
bong surveyed weir and actual screases %we be quoted day of sale
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES: TRACT NO 1 - Containing
16 67 Acres more or less & fronting 1325 feet on Goodman
Road Approximately 50°. cleared and mixed grasses
Balance in young timber Long road frontage offers many
shaded building sites
TRACT NO 2 Containing 19 76 Acres more or less L
fronting 300 ft on Goodman Road Has deep well septic
tank Farm is partially cleared with balance covered by
beautiful sugar maples. mimosas & small orchard'''. Lays
level on front to gently rolling CPI rear
TRACT NO 3 Containing 21 03 Acres more or less &
fronting 666 ft on Goodman Road 50'. cleared iespenen
fescue Good road frontage with matured shade trees
fronting property
TRACT NO 0 Containing 14 68 Acres more or less &








44E. TRACT NO 5 Containing 14 Acres more or ftzi 4 fronting
4- 530 ft on Goodman Road A place you would want to live
and build your home
. TRACT NO 6 Containing 16 64 Acres more or less 8.
tronting 693 ft on Goodman Road with long frontage on
private road which will be deeded with property Oriany
beautiful building sites
TRACT NO 7 Containing 34 07 Acres more of less &
fronting private road Good stand of Oak
TRACT NO 8 Containing 62 Acres more or less Fronting
private road IL bordered on rear by Jonathan Creek which
flows to Kentucky Lake Approximately 20 Acres of highly'
  productive bottomland A real good solid small farm
*AO TRACT NO 9 Containing 86 06 Acres more Of less S.
fronting on prrva!e road Bordered on rear by Jonathan
Creek A branch Bottomland on rear Thrs property
contains one of the most unusual rock formations that has
drawn the interest of many people tor years It has been
said that this formatiOn was used by an Indian tribe many
years ago tor seed & tood storage Fot those who would like
a beautiful rock garden that only mother nature could have
created situated on well elevated rise that affords a view of
the surrounding country side for mokili A property that
offers many possibilities as an .nyestment farm private
retreat of as a tourist attraction
AUCTIONEERS NOTE This. properbes °Nei ,,,any ouistandnya c(r,tryp.“.0, hmated to, !how are
seektrat a Nett peaceful emote retreat or 141144 farm nperabon and yet only a thoort 
iron, K.ntycky LaS. s,
Park Beckley Lake & Park The Land between the lases +Dorfman s Paradose 'shone atuntent floalnat Sknne
One 04 the largest resort  on the I./noted States Prosperous I proiressoy• 'does nearby llneveruty of Mona,
Successful trelustrots I Tarty other features that .a, ant your onsperf ion of these Propertw) Wont to sale day Whole on
earth why not on, pert alit Salesmen end be on property Sunday August 3111 and Monday Septenober4 st (Labor
Day) For further onformatron contact seems agent
TERNS 20fl tween day ot sale balance oath died on or brOolp )() days
POSSESSION wrth deed
MR. & MRS. JAMES CHANEY, OWNERS
PH 50? 436 5699
GREENUP REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
P 0 Box 191
Smiths Grove, Ky. 42171 -
Phone 502 -563-4711 84717
Robert Brosk. Scottsville 622-5279
Wendy Eston Oakland 563 6431
Kent Koostra, Bowling Green 1&1•2444
Jerry Branstetter Hart Co • App Auctioneer 565 2644
Bud Greenup Auctioneer & Broker 502 5632821




To Be Held Sunday
Lara Armbruster, father of
James I. Armbruster of
Murray, died Friday at two p.
m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 86
years of age and a resident of
811 Edciings Street, Fulton.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Illinois Central
Railroad Company. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Fulton, and a member
of Roberts Lodge Free and
Accepted Masons. His wife,
Mrs. Ava Lee Armbruster, died
eleven years ago.
Survivors are two sons,
James I. of Murray and
Howard B. Armbruster of
Memphis, Tenn.; two
daughters, Mrs. Bessie Green of
Fulton and Mrs. Otis LeCornu
of Paducah; four brothers,
Farbian, Era, Renick, and
Homer Armbruster, all of
Fulgham; five grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2 p. m. at the Horn-
beak Funeral Home in Fulton.
Masonic Services will be con-
ducted at 7:30 p. m. today.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p. m. today.
Youel Lee Duncan
Dies On Yesterday
Youel Lee Duncan, age 67, of
Rt. 1 Murray near Brown's
Grove, died at 5:30 p. m. Friday
atlas borne. •
He is survived by his widow,
Edna Wortharn Duncan of the
home address, and brother,
y Duncan of Richard City,
Tn.
Funersil arrangements are
incomplete but friends may call
at the Max H. Churchill Funeral
Home after 5 p. m. tocy.
Church Of Christ
To Hear Bro. Dale
At Both Services
Regular services will be held
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ on Sunday,
September 7, at 10:40 a. m. and
six p. m. with the minister, Bro.
John Dale, speaking at both
services.
"Beginning Again: A
Rededication" will be the
morning sermon topic with Max
Farley to read the scripture
from Phillippians 3:13-14.
Prayers will be led by Joe
Thornton and Lenice Fisk.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Christians Only" with the
scripture from Acts 11:26 to be
read by Mike Gough. James
Lamb and Chuck Adams will
lead in prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Ed Thomas
will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's Supper
will be Jack Rose and Harry
Russell.
Serving the Supper for the
month of September will be D.
E. Yates, Leon Grogan, Ken-
neth Grogan, James Yates,
Leernon Nix, Aubrey Hatcher,
Gary Lamb, and Kevin Colson.
Greg Garland, Bud Gibbs,
Kerry Gillihan, and Roy Har-
mon will serve on the Extension
Department this week.
Nursery assistants for Sep-
tember will be Kathy Lyons,
Gerry Thomas, Patsy Rogers,
Charlotte Lamb, Paulette Reed,
Karen Bolls, Jo Farley, Janice




The First United Methodist
Church will held regular
worship services at 8:45 and
10:50 a. m. on Sunday, Sep-
tember 7, at the church with Dr.
James Fisher as the speaker.
"What Does God Want Me To
Do" will be the subject of the
sermon by Dr. Fisher with hisRev. Jerrell White scripture from Acts 9:1-9.
Speaker Sunday At
Memorial Church
"Enemies in the Promise
Land" will be the subject of the
sermon by Rev. Jerrell White at
the 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday, September 7, at the
Memorial Baptist Church. His
scripture will be from
Deuteronomy 6:10-19.
Tommy Wilkins, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services.
The sanctuary Choir, directed
by Ron Hampton, minister of
music, will sing "Love Not the
World."
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at
seven p. m. service with Rev.
White to speak on the subject,
"The Meaning of Baptism and
The Lord's Supper."
Special music will be by the
College Choir who will. meet at
five p. m. for rehearsal prior to
Church Training at six p. m.
Sunday School will be at 9:40 a.
m.
The Week of Prayer for State
Missions will be observed with
programs at the church at one
p. m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday.
Drivers for the bus ministry
of the church are Randy
Grogan, Bruce Shaeffer, Bob
Perrin, and Ralph Bogard.
At the 8:45 service Denise
Reynolds will sing a solo, "Tell
Me That Name Again."
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem, "0-Divine
Redeemer" at the 10:50 ler-
vices.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Senior High and Junior
High United Methodist Youth
Fellowship Groups will meet at
six p. m. on Sunday.
Calloway High Band
Boosters Plan Meet
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club will
meet Monday, September 8, at
7:30 p. m. at the school.
Plans for the band activities
and program for the school year
will be discussed and all in-




Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9.
no change.
Below dam 300.7, down 1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, down 1.8




Railroad 4 Pertaining to
station the ear
6 Complete 5 Rips
11 Distant 6 Above
12 Drive onward 7 Initials
14 Article of 28th
15 Face of clock President
17 Polish 8 Haul
18 Tibetan 9 Heroic event
gazelle 10 Rest
20 Box 11 Rants
23 Policeman 13 Sufferer from
(slang) Hansen's
24 Engrave with disease
acid 16 Narrow. flat
26 Cubic meter board
28 Compass 19 Performer
point 21 River duck
29 Surgical 22 MOOS@
thread 25 Greek poet
31 Cross-country 27 Silkworms
runner 30 Baseball
33 Leave out teams














































40 Wipes out 58 Symbol ICH
41 Part Oft ower thallium
44 Washes 60 Pronoun
47 Group of three
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'Dixtr by limited rater, Syridiraic,
Elders of the Union Hill Church of Christ, left to right, Harold Sutherland, Buster lynch, JohnElkins, Corbett Tucker, Nick Smith, and John E. Darnell, break ground for the new benevolentbuilding, a 40' s 100' multi-purpose building to house a kitchen for the Meal-on-Wheelsprogram, a bus garage to maintain their bus ministry, a clothing department, and a new andused furniture warehouse. Don McBrayer, minister of the church, said the purpose of thisbuilding will be to serve the needs of the people in the surrounding area when tragedy strikesor any disaster regardless of race, religion, or economic standards.
UL Granted Contract For Poll
On Public Opinion Of Issues
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville has
been granted a contract to un-
dertake a public opinion poll on
current issues for state legisla-
tors.
The Legislative Research
CortorthssiffIrl cUICT- voTed -E4
Thursday to give UL the $9,000
contract for the demonstration
project.
The LRC will decide later
whether to continue the project
with new polls every four
months or so, as UL proposed.
Douglas Nunn of UL said sub-
sequent polls would cost only
$7,000 or $8,000 each because
the first one included start-up
costs.
Nunn told the LRC the first
poll could be ready for the pre-
legislative con:erence to be
held at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park in early December.
A similar survey taken in
Jefferson County, Nunn said,
showed only 18 per cent of the
people ever attended a public
hearing and only one of nine
persons took action to give an





Be In Practice Here
Randy Allen of Murray will
graduate September 11 from the
Logan Chriopractic College and
will then join the staff of the
Broeringmeye- Chropractic
Center, Highway 94 East,
Murray.
Prior to his enrollment in
Logan College, Dr. Allen
worked in Market Research in
Florida and taught science and
coached one year at
Tallahassee and one year at
West Memphis, Ark., Central
Baptist High School.
Dr. Randy Allen
Dr. Allen graduated from
Trigg County High School in
1963, attended Bob Jones
University in South Carolina for
two years, and received his
degree in speech and social
sciences from Murray State
University in January 1968.
While at Murray State he was
employed at the Murray
Democrig and the Tappan
Plant.
He is married to the former
Janice Bensen, native of
Hopkinsville, who was reared in
West Palm Beach, Fla., 'Arid
attended Bob Jones University.
They have four children, Andy,
7, Joy 5, Georgia Ann, 2h2, and
Margaret Ruth, 1.
Dr. Allen is the son of Rev.
and Mrs. Randolph Allen of
Murray.
spending tax money to deter-
mine public opinion, something
they said they should do on
their own.”
But Sen. Joe Graves, R-Lex-
ington, said: "It could be valu-
-a-h—lcVlilMilwa.lrY-..— —
"There is an alienation be-
tween the public and officials,"
he said. "They feel we're not
keeping in touch with them, al-
though we try."
Rep. Haiold Demarcus, R-
Stanford, agreed "we need all
the information we get" but
added: "It's been my ex-
perience that the more infor-
mation we get the less good it
does.
"Both parties are doing pol-
ling to find out what the issues
are," he said. "No matter who
is elected that will be available.
. .and the governor will decide
what he wants to do and will do
it anyway."
Sen. Eugene Stuart, R-Louis-
vile, said he agreed "1,000 per
cent," but added: "I would like
to know as much as I can. It's
impossible for a single legisla-
tor to get to his entire con-
stituency.-
Voting yes were: Graves;
Stuart; Sen. William Hender-
son, D-Henderson; Sen. William
Gentry, D-Bardstown; Rep. Joe
McBride, D-Waverly, and Sen.
Pat McCuiston, D-Pembroke.
Voting no were Demarcus;
Sen. Denver Knuckles, R-Mid-




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Louisville now has six con-
firmed cases of viral encepha-
litis, or "sleeping sickness,"
and there are 41 suspected
cases elsewhere in Kentucky.
Dr. Joseph Skaggs, assistant
director of preventive medicine
in the State Health Services Bu-
reau, reported the figures Fri-
day. He said two confirmed
cases had been found in Louis-
ville Friday and two on Thurs-
day.
Twenty of the suspected
cases are in Union County, he
said, 10 in Louisville, five in
Fayette Couhty, four in Hop-
kins County and two in Hender-
son County.
No specific treatment has
been developed for the disease,
which has a fatality rate of less
than 10 per cent, Skaggs said.
The very young and very old
are most often affected, he
said. Its symptoms include
mild headaches, vision and
speech impairments, drowsi-
ness and comas. It causes in-
flammation of the brain, spinal
cord and covering tissues.
"Elimination of mosquitoes is
the only preventive measure in
fighting this disease," Skaggs.
said.
Rangers, Rangerettes
To Hold Pizza Party
The Rangers and Rangerettes
of the Woodmen of the World
will have a pizza party , at
Pagliai's on Monday, Sep-
tember 8, from 6:30 to eight p.
All Rangers and Rangerettes,
ages eight through fiftPen are
invited to attend.
R-Lexington; and Rep. Arthur
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring.
In other business, the LRC
declined to act on a request by
Sen. Thomas Ward, D-Ver-
sailles, to appoint a special sub-
committee _ta..look 411.44 alleged
irregular enforcement of the
plumbing code.
Everyone appeared to agree
with Ward's suggestion that he
take up the matter with Atty.
Gen. Ed Hancock.
Ward said the Interim Com-
mittee on Labor and Industry,
which was given the task of in-
vestigating it, did not look into
all the allegations.
The State Department of Nat-
ural Resources and Environ-
mental Protection fired a
plumbing inspector and his su-
pervisor after looking into the
allegations.
Dr. David C. Roos
To Speak Sunday,
Christian Church
Dr. David C. Roos, minister
the First Christian Church, will
speak on the subject, "Is Grace
A Green-Eyed Blonde?" at the
10:45 a. m. services on Sunday,
September 7, at the church.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
William Porter with Mrs. Joe
Prince as guest organist, will
sing the anthem, "All People
Sing Praises."
Ron Mitchell will be worship
leader and Melanie Roos will be
candle lighter. Dr. Woodfin
Hutson and Bro. William Porter
will serve as elders. The junior
deacons will serve.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs
Walter Apperson and Mr, and
Mrs. Eugene Scott.
Flowers on the communion
table will be in memory of J. A
McCord by the family.
The special youth program
which was cancelled last week
due to Mrs. Ruth Perkins'
illness will be held Sunday
evening with George Perkins
and Dr. Roos as guest speakers.
Supper for both youth groups
will be at six p. m.
Anne E. Battle
Passes Exam
Miss Anne Elizabeth Battle,
formerly of Murray, has been
notified that she has passed the-
examination for Certified
Public Accountant. Miss Battle
was graduated sturuna cum
laude from the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville this
Spring, with departmental
honors in accounting.
She is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, Beta Gamma Sigma, and
Beta Alpha Psi honorary
fraternities. She attended
Murray State University for two
years, where she was a member
of Alpha Lambda Delta and of
Alpha Gamma Delta social
sorority.
Since May Miss Battle has
been employed as an ac-
countant in the Regional offices
of Arthur Andersen in Atlanta ,
Georgia. She is the daughter of 4
Dr. and Mrs. Guy A. Battle, 1103
Main, Murray.
News In Brief
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — Local officials of the United
Mine Workers union have asked the union to punish dissident
miners who continue a wildcat strike in the West Virginia
coalfields. About 250 elected officials met Friday and agreed to
return to work, and UMW President Arnold Miller said he feels
the miners will return to work. About 40,000 miners were off the
job in West Virginia, eatern Kentucky and Pennsylvania
Friday. Earlier in the 31/2 week-old strike, 80,000 of the
nation's 125,000 soft coal miners were off the job in eight Ap-
palachian and Ohio River Valley states.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former California Gov. Ronald
Reagan stands to lose a handsome broadcast income if he t:
becomes a formal candidate for the Republican presidential .!
nomination. Reagan and his aides refuse to disclose the size of
Reagan's personal income from his radio shows, speaking tours %.
and newspaper columns, all endeavors since he left the gover- •
norship in 1974. But published reports — which Reagan has
refused to either confirm or deny — place his income at $400,00
to $750,000 this year.
Albert Long Speaker For Special
Services, First Baptist Church
Albert Long of Durham, N. C.,
will be he speaker at the
special services, "A Christian
Happening," to open at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday,
Albert Long
September 7, at 10:45 a. m.
Services will be held nightly
through Wednesday at seven p.
m. Mr. Long is a dynamic
speaker to youth and has
traveled throughout the United
States sharing his Christian
experience, said Edward T.
Walsh, minister of youth of the
church.
Special music Sunday mor-
ning will be -by the Fairchilds
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Ford's gun control pro-
posals would have little effect on weapons similar to the pistol
used in the apparent attempt on his life. But the President does
not plan to change his stand on gun controls. White House Press
Secretary Ron Nessen, was asked Friday night if the incident in
Sacramento, Calif., would change Ford's opposition to firearms
registration. "I have no reason to believe it will," he replied.
The Ford gun-control proposal, revealed six weeks ago, has
been criticized as being too weak. Rep. Robert McClory,
who introduced it in the House as a courtesy to the President, is
offering a more far-reaching bill.
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford vows to continue
having "that personal contact ... with the American people"
despite an attempt on his life. But his security aides are con-
cerned about his propensity to mingle with crowds. "... This in-
cident, under no circumstances will prevent me or preclude me
from contacting the American people as I travel from one state
to another and from one community to another," Ford told
reporters Friday after a young .woman aimed a loaded pistol at
him from armslength range. A Secret Service agent thwarted
the apparent a.ssassination attempt.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Oil-producing nations, in a gesture of
cooperation with other countries, may decide not to increase
prices as expected, according to the director of the International
Monetary Fund. "I think they are aware of the impact a big
price increase could have on the world economy," Johannes s,
Witteveen said Friday in winding up the IMF and World Bank
annual meeting here. The Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries meets in Vienna Sept. 23 to discuss prices. A U.S
Treasury Department official agreed there was a chance thatno
Increase, or only a minimal one, will be imposed.
LISBON, Portugal (AP) — Pro-Communist Gen. Vasco Gon-
calves has been forced from power after a bitter six-week cam-
paign by political and military moderates that edged Portugal
close to civil war. The move opened the way for formation of a
broader-hissed government. A communique issued by President
Francisco di' Costa Gomes on Friday night after a stormy
meeting of officers at a military base in Tancos, 80 miles north
' of here, said Goncalves was expelled from the Revolutionary
Council, the group of officers that represents the highest
authority in Portugal. In an apparent facesaving gesture, the
communique said that Goncalves voluntarily relinquished his
appointment as chief of staff of the armed forces, announced byCosta Gomes a week after he said Goncalves was being replaced
as premier.
Trio of Atlanta, Ga., who will:
also sing at the breakfast for the
Murray State University
Students at 8:45 a. m. in the
church fellowship hall. Sun-
shower from Memorial Baptist
Church will present special
music on Monday night.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, will sing at both the
10:45 morning and seven p. m.
evening services. Dr. Lloyd
Jacks, deacon of the week, will
assist in the morning services.
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, urges attendance at
Sunday School on Sunday
morning at 9:30.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Ron Wright, Mrs. Eric
Polly, Miss Nancy Noffsinger,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Holland,
Mrs. Bobby Malone, Miss Susan
Snyder, Miss Patti Robinson.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rudolph.
Taking the offering on Sunday
will be Homer Miller, Tim
Shown, David King, Mike
Alexander, Buddy Spann, J. B.
Burkeen, and Mark C. Vinson.





meetings at the church at nine
Thursday, and Friday.
The group lamb from New York City featuring Messianic
jewish Music will be in concert at the University SchoolAuditorium at Murray State University on Monday, Sep-tember 8, at 730 p. m. Admission is $2.00.
LONDON ( AP ) — Police searched today for two men seenspeeding away in a blue car from the Hilton Hotel minutesbefore a bomb blast ripped through the lobby, killing a man and• a woman and wounding 62 other persons. Hotel staff told policethey saw a man run from the hotel and get into the car in Park. Lane. The auto was driven off by a second man who had stayedbehind the wheel. About 10 pounds of explosive hidden under a. marbletop coffee table in the lobby went off at lunchtimeFriday, severing limbs of several victims. The dead woman was• headless and limbless, eyewitnesses said. Police refused tospeculate on who planted the bomb, but it was thought to be thework of a splinter group of the Irish Republican Army which isfighting to get the British out of Northern Ireland.
Informal Organ Show
Lanny Davis
professional organist for the Lowrey
Organ Co. will perform Monday, Sep-
tember 8, 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. from
rock and pop music to church and
classic.
Don miss-14:0 wonderful opportunity to
see and he&-..tti beautiful Lowrey
organ
msr.4
•  • s•
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Lowrey's Stereo Gente '98 model
Just one finger plays full chords
Reed Music,
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